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MAXELL RELEASES ANEW 

1991 MtitfH CitrptiMti&n itf Amerwa 

Since its introduction, Maxell's 

XLII-S has been blowing away 

critical listeners. 

It has also had a major impact 

on listening critics. 

In an analysis of 27 tapes 

conducted by CD Review magazine, 

they named Maxell XLII-S first 
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choice in the Type II high bias cate¬ 

gory, placing it, in the words of their 

reviewer, “Head, shoulders and torso 

above the rest.” 

“Bass response that doesn’t stop, 

staggering dynamics, real music," is 

how CD Review described the listen¬ 

ing experience. But don't take their 

word for it. Don't take owrword for it. 

Pick up a Maxell XLII-S cassette 

and try recording your most chal¬ 

lenging CD. One you thought was 

uncapturable by any cassette tape. 

See if you don't find your ears 

picking up things you never noticed 

before. Like plaster dust. 
Thi s 

maxe/0 

TAKE TOUR MUSIC 
TO THE MAX. 

One 
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Naked City 
► Tom Cruise s expensive vanity. Why the (male) press 

been so forgiving of Bill Clinton. In The Fine Print: Should 
Mandela endorse diet Coke? Wilt Chamberlain: the arithmetic. We may 

be stupid slackers, but the Japanese are goofy. David Halberstam and Kurt Loder reveal they're 
not quite sure what they’re doing. And is Liberate alive? ....._ 

Party Poop.Q 

Big Pictures 
THE COVER ► Dan Quaylc looking for love ... .© 
Michelle TnHey photographed 

by Carolyn' Jones, For more MOllinAO 

information, see page 41. f WllllCO 

Heart of Darkness 

► Strange things happen in the desert—but the takeover of an Indian 
reservation by a self-professed ex—CIA agent in order ro sell guns to the con¬ 
tras is remarkable, even for California. Throw in unsolved murders, Saudi princes and William 
Casey, and you have a true story that reads like a cross between Tony Hillerman and Robert 
Ludlum. John CONNOLLY unravels the tale..... 

Great Expectations 

Up Close and Impersonal 

► Tom Hanks, discussing the first-class junkets that studios contrive to generate puff 
pieces about movie scars, once ominously said, "If they did find out about it, the general pub¬ 
lic would never look at [movie coverage] the same way." Uh-oh, Tom: Hollywood junketeer 

Richard Roeper kept a diary .. 

Here Comes Peter Cottontail* Dead on a Bun in a 
Pink Lunch Pail: A Very Expensive SPY Prank 

► Would you eat a Bunny Burger™—a ground- 
rabbit sandwich served with spring-loaded bunny ears at a hideous¬ 
ly pink fast-food restaurant? Of course not. But that didn't stop 
ANDY Aaron and JOE Queen an from soliciting PR firms, conduct¬ 
ing market research, renting a store in a mall “and realizing the Bunny 
Burgers™ dream ...... 

Retrial: Our Exclusive Willie Smith Victim Roster 
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► A jury of his peers found William Kennedy Smith not guilty of the charges he 
faced in Palm Beach. A jury of women he has known socially might have reached a 
different verdict. Susan Lehman presents rhe evidence .. .© 

Columns 

► Humphrey Greddon zeroes in on William F. Buckley 
Jr, and Norman Mailer (again) in Review of Reviewers; in Live White Male, 
Roy Blount Jr. reckons whos the whitest of them all ... 

SPY 'ISSN Q85HM759J is fHlbhsh-ed monthly with combined July-August and Dctembtr-January issut-s, fnr j total of ten issuers annually [ 992 by 

SPY Coq-j., S Union Square West, N.Y.. N.Y. 10003- Submissions: Stnd with SASfi fo sum’ adtlrtss. Fut advertising Sales, tall 21 2-633-6550. 

Vi nd-class postagt paid at M.Y., N.Y., and additional mailing oflites. Anntml subscription rates: U.S, and possessions, $14.75; Canada, Li,£.$25; 

foreign, u s. 13^ Postmaster: Send address changes toSFY. F,Q. Bos 57 39"", Boulder, CO B0321 -7 397. For subscription information, call ilOO 

D-HJ2J3. Member, Audit Bureau of Circulations. Canada GST Keg. No. H I 29021093. Canada Post int'l Mail Publication No. 000.3-13 3. 

► LAUREEN Hobbs discovers a new CBS power-flirt in The Webs; J. J 
31-CKER returns for a look at The Timess new Pooh-Bah; Celia Brady finds 

riustry loathing Jeffrey Katzenberg and Disney more than ever . © 
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The Wizard * OZ-8O00 has all the power 
you need to stay on time, on track and 
in control. Eleven built-in functions 
and a raised typewriter keyboard 
make it easy to store, retrieve and sort 

phone numbers, important 
dates, your schedule, memos 
and more. You don't need to 

enter DOS commands. 
Just touch any function key 

and the Wizard di splays the 
information you want, 

EASY TO EXPAND. 
Insert any optional 
Wizard software card for 
easy access to more power. 

The Wizard's patented 
touch-screen turns 
each card into a custo¬ 

mized keypad. Choose from 
reference, business, entertain¬ 

ment, telecommunications and 
memory expansion cards that are as 

easy to u se as the Wizard itself, 

EASY TO EXCHANGE DATA. 
With the optional Organizer-Link and 

cable, you can load files from your PC 
into your Wiza rd, or download work 
done on your Wizard to your PC, 

EASY TO COMMUNICATE. 
An Organizer Fax/Modem gives you 
the power to send a fax directly from 

your Wizard. Or, connect with 
on-line services to send and 
receive data over di rect phone 
lines and even from a cellular 

phone. To learn how easy it 
is to organize your business 
and personal life, call 
1-800-321-8877. In Canada, 

cal 11-416-890-2100. And ask for the 
dealer nearest you. 

FROM SHARP MINDS 
COME SHARP PRODUCTS" 

£ 1991 Sharp Electronics Corporation 
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APRIL? ALREADY? 

ALMOST A WHOLE 
YEAR HAS PASSED 

APRIL 1WJSPV 'j 
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since thirty something wasn’t re¬ 
newed and Willie Smith wasn't hand¬ 
cuffed and Saddam Hussein wasn't eliminate 
ed and Paul Tsongas wasn’t persuaded to 
call off his presidential candidacy. Months and 
months since the recession didn't end, since 
Donald Trump wouldn’t marry Marla Maples, , 

0k\ 1 \ 

since Mets pitcher David Cone wasn't prosecuted 
for rape, Lately Cone and the Mets have been arguing over 
how many millions of dollars he should be paid, "1 wouldn't 
describe what we feel as disappointment,’’ Cone said. "I don’t 
want to use the word impasse" his lawyer added* Wasn't, 
didn’t, wouldn’t, don’t: It s the age of the fuzzy denial, 
the nonoccurrence, the 
void. (?) But at this time 
of year, at least, we can 
count on certain events’ 
actually happening: The 
Academy Awards will 
take place, Bugsy and 
JFK will win Oscars (so, 
the mob killed Ben 
Siegel but didn’t kill 
Jack Kennedy, right?), 
and Satyajit Ray will get 
a special award. "We thought of Mother Teresa [as a pre- 
senter}," says Gil Cates, the producer of the Oscar show, 
“What could be more perfect?" But in the end, his people 
never got in touch with Mother Teresa's people. If she trotted 
onstage with Warren and Cher, Cates decided sadly, “people 
would accuse us of not having the right tone," But before the 
month is over, trees will blossom, tax returns will be filed, 

baseball season will open, daylight saving time will begin, 
and Easter will be tedious, -pj Also, we will celebrate the 
47th anniversary of Hitler’s death. We, in this instance, 
probably excludes Melanie Griffith. In the recent World 

ar II movie Shining Through, Griffith played a Jewish 



Great Expectations 
secretary who spies for the Allies. 

The role was a growing, learning 

experience for her. "I didn't know 

that 6 million Jews were killed/' 

Griffith said. “That's a lot of people/' 

Gosh—it sure is! And we hear that, 

like, the cities and stuff in Europe 

got, like, really, really messed 

up, too. 

Although he murdered only 15 

people, Jeffrey Dahmer has de¬ 

scribed his crimes as a “holocaust/' 

Yet, like all celebrated people these 

days, Dahmer felt that the media 

sensationalized his case. His de¬ 

fense Lawyer called Dahmer a 

“runaway train on a track of mad¬ 

ness, picking up steam all the time, 

on and on and on.” But when the 

Weekly World News—one of those 

darned supermarket tabloids* at it 

again]-—joked that he had eaten his 

prison cellmate, Dahmer handed the 

headline to a member of his defense 

team and said, good-humoredly, 

Bill Clinton—ishly, Tt’s amazing 

what they come up with/1 

The Democratic presidential 

nomination process seems a bit like 

a runaway train on a track of mad¬ 

ness, picking up steam all the time, 

on and on and on. Indeed, the 

trumped-up hunger for new candi¬ 

dates was, according to one anony¬ 

mous Democratic leader quoted in 

The Washington Postt “a frenzy... 

nutso*. .crazy.” The current candi¬ 

dates are not jo awful: Does it mat¬ 

ter that Paul Tsongas is a sanctimo¬ 

nious weenie (whom House Speaker 

Tom Foley accidentally called Sena¬ 

tor Dukakis) and that Bill Clinton 

is a smarmy weasel? 

Hollywood doesn't mind—'Clin¬ 

ton became Hollywood's candidate 

of choice long ago, “These people/' 

says 1988 candidate Bruce Babbitt 

of show' business liberals, “want to 

be stroked personally. They are very 

intense about issues, and tremen¬ 

dously naive/' 

Richard Nixon, of course, is just 

the opposite: not very intense about 

issues, utterly without naivete. He 

recently offered Clinton some advice 

on marketing Hillary. “If the wife 

comes through as being too strong 

and too intelligent, " Nixon told the 

Times, “it makes the husband look 

like a wimp/’ Pat was unavailable 

for comment. 

So now we, as an electorate, will 

have to deal with the whole pussy¬ 

whipping issue* Phil Donahue, who 

still has time to file for the New 

Jersey and Alabama pri¬ 

maries, might be vulner- _ 

able on this score* His 

spouse, Mario Thomas, 

would almost certainly 

not meet Nixon's criteria 

for deference. On the 

other hand, candidate 

Donahue wouldn't have 

any problem with the 

discussing -one s-sexuai i - 

ty-in -ho tribl e-detail 

part of running for pres- 

Candidate 

Donahue wouldn’t 

have a problem 

with the 

discussing-one’s- 

So is David Cone. “This is about 

more than tactics, than the me¬ 

chanics of arriving at monetary 

figures,” he says of his seven-figure 

Mets salary. ‘7t's about values and 

philosophiesAnd ir turns out that 

Bill Cosby, a man we had always 

understood to be a meanspiriced, 

money-obsessed crank, is also a val- 

ues-and-philosophies 

^ , man: The reason he has 

become a game-show 

producer, starring in a 

revived You Bet Your Life, 

is not to earn hundreds 

of millions of dollars but 

to uplift TV—and, by 

extension, all mankind, 

T don't want to turn on 

Something with young 

actors who are cursing 

every sentence,” Cosby 

ident. Mario, Phil vol- SGXLJHlity-irhdBtdil says, “And I turn on the 

unteered on a recent 

Barbara Walters Special, 

is “a good lover^very 

conscientious/’ 

George Bush's prob¬ 

lem is not that Barbara 

makes him look like a wimp—its 

him. In that light, Arnold Schwar¬ 

zeneggers campaign appearances on 

the president's behalf are all the 

part of running 

for president 

news, and there’s a fire, 

there's a black man 

[who] raped a white 

girl****There's nothing 

there chat says there are 

human beings who exist 

out there who are nice people/' Is 

it just us, or does Cosby often re¬ 

mind you of a runaway train on a 

track of madness, picking up steam 

more curious* "Of course, we don't 

even have to talk about the Demo¬ 

cratic candidates, right?,” Arnold 

said at one rally. “They all look like 

a bunch of girly-menT So: Schwar¬ 

zenegger impersonated Dana Gar¬ 

vey's Saturday Night Live imperson¬ 

ation of him as he stood next to 

Bush, the subject of Garvey's most 

dead-on impersonation. The mo¬ 

ment represented some new post¬ 

modern apotheosis—or maybe it 

was just another runaway train on a 

track of madness, picking up steam 

all the time, on and on and on. 

Is Bush also buddies with Peter 

Max? “I work with all the presi¬ 

dents/' Max said of his recent ap¬ 

pearance with Ronald Reagan at 

the Ronald Reagan Presidential Li¬ 

brary. J7 have been as close to the 

president as I have to the hippies/' 

the artist said of Reagan. Wow. 

Peter Max is one beautiful dude. 

all the time, on and on and on? 

Despite Clinton, despite Cone, 

despite Cosby, not every prominent 

person is a dissembler. Patricia 

Kluge may (like a certain well- 

muscled George Bush campaigner) 

be a rich former pornographic 

pinup and a social climber, but at 

least she is candid. The Washington 

Post Magazine wanted to cover one 

of her Virginia dinner parties; she 

agreed, on the condition that they 

spend $2,000 to fly in her hair¬ 

dresser from New York; the paper 

declined. Her assistant was bewil¬ 

dered, almost speechless. "Other 

magazines jump through hoops for 

Mrs. Kluge/' she told The Washing¬ 

ton Post. “[Mrs. Kluge) doesn’t un¬ 

derstand why yours won't.1' How 

nice: Every now and then, the 

steam peters out, the track of mad¬ 

ness ends, and the runaway train 

stops. J 
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“ONE DAY 
MOTHER MADE 
US CHANGE OUR 

SHORTS 
THREE TIMES” 

—Tim Boyle, President, Columbia Sportswear 

Mother Gen Boyle, 
Chairman 

I distinctly remember thinking “ Finally, something my 

mother can’t possibly find fault with. A nice, simple pair of 

lightweight shorts. They don’t even have a fly, for heaven’s sake.” 

Wrong. First she tore into the waistband. “ It needs a dash of 

color-put in a belt,” she barked. Then the inseam. “It’s as obvious 

as the nose on your face. Add 1/4 inch.” Then she had us zip the back 

pocket. And make the 

shorts bigger and blousier. Use double M wbidbey 

pleats instead of single. She eve 

challenged the very fabric of the 

shorts. “We came up with Perf ec- 

ta Cloth1'' to be the most com¬ 

fortable and durable nylon 

around. Now use it! ” 

What can I say? 

My mother’s always 

right. Or else. Columbia 
c N} x ri.w ear Con ipai \\ 

6600 N. Baltimore, Portland, OR 97203. For the dealer nearest you, call 1-80Q-MA-BOYLE. In Canada, 1-503-295-8000, 
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From the SFY Mailroom 

We have recently received two 
letters written by people who are not 
celebrities but whose names are 
similar to those of celebrities; David 
Lederman of Dallas writes to tell us 
about his travails with moose and 
women during a recent trip to Alaska 
(Lederman was forced to fend off the 
advances of both species); Andrew 
Roney of Teaneck, New Jersey, writes 
to say that he was not impressed by 
Jamie Malanowski’s revelation that 
there is a 37-year-old working at spy 

who has never seen The Godfather 
(The Fine Print, December). Roney 
was not impressed because he himself 
is 40 years old and has never seen The 
Godfather. And not only has he never 
seen The Godfathert but there are 
many, many other things that Andrew 
Roney has never seen or done. These 
many, many other things are all 
chronicled in Roney’s fetter; in 
publishing circles, this is what is 
called a slow read. 

Some of this month1? letters were 
written not by people whose names 
are similar to those of celebrities but 
by people who, when they see 
photographs of celebrities, are moved 
to think of other celebrities. Like 
Janice Byrnes of Huffman, Texas. 
After one look at our December cover 
photo of Pee-wee Herman and 
Clarence Thomas, Byrnes took it upon 
herself to use a Magic Marker to draw 
a fright wig on Thomas and a little 
mustache on Herman, Et voitJ: Don 
King and Hitler. And a reader from 
Brooklyn, having apparently reflected 
at length upon the Contributors notes 
in the December issue, has decided 
that Leonard Petkoff, Ayn Rand’s 
legal and intellectual heir, would be a 
good “Separated at Birth?’1 partner 
for spy contributor Eric Burns. Noting 
that Rand’s name and Burns’s photo 
can he found on the very same page 
of the magazine (in the Contributors 
notes), he wonders, “Does spy ► 

Letters to SPY 

Hatters Ttt nock he trade 
This is to express my appreciation for 

your perceptive article "Mission: Im¬ 

possible—The Long, Hopeless Strug¬ 

gle to Make America Respect Dan 

Quayle” [by Charlotte Allen and 

Charlotte Hays, December 1991]. 

Chuck Nicholls 

Seattle. Washington 

The point isn't that Quayle is just an 

'average politician"—it is that he is 

the vice president. And it isn’t that 

he might be a bcttcr-than-avcrage 

politician if it weren’t for his han¬ 

dlers—it is that he needs to be han¬ 

dled at all. Why should he bother 

paying David Beckwith and William 

Kristol when your own reporters put 

such a wonderful spin on him? Is 

there any other way to read the Bar¬ 

bara Walters anecdote than that 

Quayle lied to the audience (Waiters 

clearly did not tell them they were 

"doing a great job") to gee out of 

there faster? We take for granted the 

cynical political currency that a can¬ 

didate's or officeholder’s real person¬ 

ality is best kept secret from the 

public, Quayle is stubbornly ineffec¬ 

tive at anything except retention of 

the status quo; his most important 

political legacy will likely be that he 

graced a number of vitae and gave 

some smart guys one more opportu¬ 

nity to get disgustingly rich. 

Bobby Sneakers 

Mankatot Minnesota 

Be sure to register and vote. 

MKM 
Had Michael Moynihan been in 

touch with us ["My Kingdom for a 

Certified Check: How Its Possible to 

Become a Titled Member of Euro¬ 

pean Nobility for Less Than the 

Price of a Hyundai/' November], he 

would have received the enclosed 

pack of brochures. Had he visited us, 

he would have found that this house 

forms part of a row of houses built in 

1768. There is no fish-and-chips 

shop next door, or even remotely 

next door. Our near neighbors in¬ 

clude the British Archaeological As¬ 

sociation, the Imperial War Muse¬ 

um, numerous law offices, and flats 

occupied by Members of Parliament, 

"Smith s deals leave you with noth¬ 

ing but a title": We never pretend 

otherwise, except occasionally where 

we have some real estate. But you 

wish the reader to believe we are de¬ 

ceiving people. The highest price ever 

paid for a tide through us is for that of 

Hen ley-in-Arden, bought by Mr, joe 

Hardy last year for £93,500. Most of 

the titles we offer can be had for less 

than £10,000, MTV and British Air¬ 

ways, respectively, paid two of my 

members £8,000 and £7,000 for the 

lordships they gave as prizes. 

Neither I nor this Society ' buys up 

the rights to their names,’’ whatever 

that may mean. We act strictly as 

agents, introducing willing buyers to 

whiling sellers, who employ British 

lawyers to arrange the conveyancing. 

Robert Smith 

Chairman, the Manorial 

Society of Great Britain 

London, England 

Michael Moynihan replies, " While your 

street may be near London’s largest cricket 

ovalf it resembles the neighborhood 

around Shea Stadium more than it does 

the Upper East Side, where out preten¬ 

tious organizations are found.\ l don't say 

you 're deceiving peoplef only that you 're a 

purvey or of status to those willing to pay 

for what amount to the emperor's new 

clothes,” 

Your article suggests the philosopher 

Ludwig Wittgenstein was a Von 

Sayn-Wittgenstein, This is untrue, 

Wittgenstein was of Jewish descent, 

his father having converted from Ju- 
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□ HEREDITY □ ENVIRONMENT □ JUBILAEUM 

(CHOOSE ONE) 

BEYOND VODKA. 
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SWISS QUAJtrZ IKHNOLOffL ■ STAINLESS STEEL CASE, UNIOIRECnOHAL BEZEL • MINERAL CKYSIAt • WA1EB-RESSSTAWT TO 300 FEET BELOW SEA LEVEL 

AVAILABLE AT FILA BOUTIQUES & SELECT M A C Y' S & BULLOCK'S 

WHAT'S PAST IS PROLOGUE.., 
m nd it's a good investment! Historical Properties sells 

t_.. C a wide array of sports, entertainment and political 

memorabilia at wholesale prices, From an 1829 land grant 

signed by Andrew Jackson to a 1965 Beatles album signed 

by Paul MicCartney, Historical Properties is a collector's dream! 

For information, call 1-000433-0066, or wnte to Historical Properties. 208 South 

Beverly Drive, Penthouse. Beverly Hills. CA 90212, 
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harbor a covert objectivist?*1 An 

opportunity for Magic Markering, a 

launching pad for nutty theorizing: 

We're a magazine and so much, 

much more. 

But wait till we hook up with 

MACFORCE Inc., whose slogan is 
"Professionals Working With 

Professionals." Then weTli truly be 
much, much more. The MAC FORCE 

people recently sent us a letter to 
introduce us to "MACFORCE's 

distinctive workforce of Professionals 

whose range of capabilities 
accommodate the broad scope of 
support/creative project reguests and 
levels of sophistication required by 
Clientele in Macintosh computer- 

related environments.../1 In light of 
the recession, MACFQRCE's 

"determination and commitment to 

help rise above the difficult 
circumstances facing every human 

being on this planet is kindled by the 

eternal flame of hope that sheds light 
where there is darkness. The 
restructuring and rebuilding process 
of our Nation's economy must ► 

daism to Catholicism at a young age, 

as, I think, at least one of the parents 

of his mother also did. Neither one 

of his parents was in any way a mem¬ 

ber of rhe Von Sayn-Wittgenstein 

line. It is, however, true that during 

his Cambridge years Wittgenstein 

purposely gave many the impression 

that he was of noble stock, a fact 

most commonly attributed to his 

anti-Semitism, and his concomitant 

embarrassment over his origins, 

Thank you, however, for making 

graduate school suddenly seem rele¬ 

vant. 

Jason Stanley 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

omen voices, onep Loners 
According to the July 25, 1991* Hol¬ 

lywood Reporter, Brooks films lias in de¬ 

velopment 'a Japanese war crimes 

courtroom drama, a South African 

drama, a Paul Verhoeven biblical fea¬ 

ture about Jesus Christ, a Robert 

Towne—directed romantic 1940s rite- 

of-passage film, and two comedies/1 

In addition, Brooksfilms has released 

The Fly, The Elephant Man and 

Franeesi and Mel Brooks has directed 

and starred in many hilarious come¬ 

dies. He doesn't need or deserve shit 

thrown at him by spy [ Other Peo- 

ple s (Very, Very Stupid Peoples) 

Money," by Joe Queenan, December]. 

Andrew Levine 

A ndrew Levine Productions 

Santa Barbara, California 

Joe Queenan replies, ftNo one in the histo¬ 

ry of American finance has ever gotten 

rich by purchasing stock in a company 

run by a man who is developing 1940s 

rite-of-passage films directed by Robert 

Tottme. It's just one of the mar kefs rules; ” 

Right after "Disney's Hollywood 

Label: Fiopsville, USA” [by Jeffrey 

Ressner, November] appeared, Fred¬ 

die Mercury, the lead singer of 

Queen, died of AIDS. If nature fol¬ 

lows its course, then all of Queen's 

records will start selling like hot- 

cakes—making a fortune for Holly¬ 

wood. I guess Michael Eisner really 

did know something we didn’t! 

Stephen M, Klein 

Brooklyn, New York 

The Verdict Is Clear: 
—It could well be his best."—Rolling Slone 

“A stirring, brilliantly balanced album."—Houston Chronicle 
“It may be Vaughan’s best album, period/1 — Boston Globe 
“Not just original, but eternal/1^ Details 
“Vaughan left a legacy worthy of his heroes."—People 
“Vaughan at his inventive best. A must/’—Los Angeles Times 
“★ WWW"-Guitar World 
“So good, it’s spooky." — San Antonio Express-News 

“The Sky Is Crying” 

The critically-acclaimed Platinum album from 
Stevie Ray Vaughan and Double Trouble—ten 
previously-unreleased studio tracks including 
The Skv Is Crying. Life By The Prop, and Little Wing. 

Find out for yourself. 
Compiled and Produced by Jimmie Vaughan. epic 

/ 
fFT-i r, ,,: 

Don’t miss the #1 home video, “Live At The El Mocambo” —a classic recording of their 1983 concert in Toronto from SMV. 
’Epic." Bit U S. Pa! * Tn- Of' Mmcn ftanSratta /fc lx a a I Safi* WkjilC *n( .'C IW3 5«iy WdiC irt 
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90 Prince Street 

Wood Burning 

Grill * Rotisserie * Oven 

Lunch * Dinner * Weekend Brunch 

Closed Mondays 

Reservations (212) 966-6722 

3 & 

As an employee of Sony Pictures, I 

couldn't help hut get a chuckle out 

of Celia Brady s February Industry 

column. But how did she overlook 

the most obscene examples of nepo¬ 

tism on the lot? Not only does 

Wendy Mrs. Mark Canton'' Finer- 

man have a production deal, but 

Lynda "Mrs. Peter' Guber and Chris¬ 

tine "the current Mrs. Jon1' Peters do 

as well—complete with lavishly dec¬ 

orated offices, development staff, etc. 

Neither of these women has ever pro- 

duced a motion picture. They do, 

however, seem to marry well. 

Name withheld 

Culver City, California 

I was experiencing a month of dol¬ 

drums after the Senate's cowardly ex¬ 

oneration of Clarence Thomas* Your 

December cover of Thomas and Pee- 

wee Herman at the movies greatly 

lifted my spirits. A picture is certain¬ 

ly worth a thousand words (especially 

if the words are from Senators Hatch 

and Simpson)* Thomas and Herman 

certainly seemed to be enjoying 

themselves; were they watching a 

porno movie, or a replay of John 

Doggett's testimony? 

Barron Lamer 
Seattle, Washington 

Your style requires greater attention 

to editing chan was shown in De¬ 

cembers Review of Reviewers col¬ 

umn. "What beaker...hath the writ¬ 

ers for The Washington Post, etc." Oh, 

SPY, hast thou no diction, any to tell 

thee that hath is third person sin¬ 

gular? 

Donald H. Shannon 

Washington, D.C . 

Humphrey Greddon replies, JlPedantln 

SPY is the most impressive group 

achievement since the American 

Constitution* 

Name withheld 

Berkeley, California 

Address correspondence to SPY, The SPY 

Building, 3 Union Square West, New 

Yorkr N,Y. 10003. Typewritten letters 

are preferred, Please include your daytime 

telephone number; Letters may be edited 

for length or clarity, J 
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constitute the strengths of our 

society—its future, ethics, principles, 

and values—in order for us to create, 

not destroy,,.-We can and will he 

victorious when individuals in business 
band together to meet all challenges 
based upon shared convictions/1 This 

all sounds very interesting, but we're 
afraid we'll have to decline on this 
one; we are fresh out of armbands, 

SimaJ. Braver was “shocked” 
when she read the “deleterious 
fatuity” that appeared in this column 
in October. You will remember Braver 

as the reader who made an appeal for 
the rights of both “the unborn and 
the newborn” and the purchasers of 

“first-quality trademark dinnerware.” 

Braver felt that our handling of her 
issues resulted in “an ignominious 
idiom to very long hours of intense 
research and hard work”; she goes on 

to assert that the letters S-P-Y stand 
for “Sycophant—Perfidious- 

Yammers.” We apologize for any 

personal fallout that Ms. Braver may 
have experienced in the dinnerware 
community as a result of our mention 
of her in the column. However, we 

cannot let the voice of one lone 

subscriber queer our editorial 

mandate: Smart, Funny. Fearless. And 
Not Shy When If Comes to Making 
the Occasional Baby-on-a‘Plate Joke. 

Frantic Fran Lilienfeld, the 76- 

year-old former Borscht Belt 
comedienne, has been back in touch 
to report that Jerry Seinfeld, 

appearing on Arsenio, did “loop-de- 
loops” around her heart, Fran desires 
nothing short of marriage and 

procreation. She feels that a union 
between them would be successful 
because (a) both their surnames have 
the suffix -feld; (b) Jerry would 

benefit from Fran's “files of jokes 

garnered over 50 years of Borscht 

Belt 'insider training’ and fc) 
Jerry's habit of making jokes about 
dry cleaners has personal resonance 

for Fran-Fran never changes her 
clothes. On a recent trip to Israel, she 

wore the same outfit every day of the 
tour, Fran also writes (we are not sure 

if this part is meant as another lure) 
that her late husband was a dentist- 
comedian who once drilled the teeth 

of comedian Pat Cooper. In short, 

Jerry: a woman with a lot to offer, } 

CORRECTION 

In February's Industry column we 

misstated Lili Fini Zanuck's place in 

her husband's marital history. She is 
Richard Zanuck’s third wife. ) 

noiographs Nailed 
spy is accepting submissions for a 
new Photos to the Editor section. 

Amusing, amazing, revealing, in¬ 
triguing and otherwise appropri¬ 

ate photographs are welcome. (All 

material submitted becomes the 
property of SPY Corporation, and 
may be published by spy in any 

form, spy is not responsible for 
lost or damaged prints or trans¬ 
parencies.) Send ail photos, with 

any necessary explanatory text, to 
Photos to the Editor, spy, The 
SPY Building, 5 Union Square 
West, New York, N.Y. 10003. ) 

I 

bloopers and gaffs 
taken from the 

public appearan 
‘QUAYLE 
SEASON” 
Follow the foibles of 
Dan Quayle from 
Indiana to 
Washington D.C. 
on this hysterical 

\ collection of 
§1 Quayle clips, 

of George Bush. 
Cat * 540 0S5 175 1 

r/» 

m 

* Tthe subgenius js ARISE ■ 
Car,* 440 0E4 177 ^ 
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fear and Min 
When Robert De Niro spat out the words 

7 want him to know that there is someone out there who hates 

him ” he wasn t playing Max Cady, the vengeful psychopath 
in Cape Fear—he was talking to a friend about Jeffrey "Sparky" 

Katzenberg. Katzenberg runs Disney's film division, of course, 

and his life just seems to get more and more difficult, despite the 
recent 43 percent rise in Disney’s stock price (which enriched his boss, 

Mike Eisner, by $15 million in die last two months),Talent s attitude to¬ 

ward Katzenberg has evolved from resentful loathing to intense, pro¬ 

found, searing detestation, as De 

Niros comment suggests. While 

animated features did well in 

1991—Fantasia earned most of the 

entire Disney corporation's profits 

for the holiday quarter—sources in¬ 

side Disney say Katzenberg's live- 

acrion films lost millions last yean 

And the outcome of Katzenberg s 

attempt to shift into a new, arty- 

serious mode is uncertain. When 

Katzenberg and Eisner left Para¬ 

mount to run Disney in 1984, they 

took over a studio best known for 

having made Fantasia and, with in¬ 

credible sureness, built it into the 

magic market leader. Now no one 

thinks Disney has any special knack 

anymore except in animation—Eis¬ 

ner and Katzenberg have managed 

to turn it back into a studio best 

known for having made Fantasia. 

The stars Disney has alienated 

include several who have deals with 

the studio—some are actually happy 

when Disney passes on a project, be¬ 

cause it frees them to take their pic¬ 

ture elsewhere. Tom Se!leek, and 

Goldie Hawn, who both have first- 

look deals with Disney, are said to 

be frustrated because Katzenberg 

has rigidly fixed notions of them: 

"That's not the wTay Jeffrey sees 

Goldie,1' will be the thumbs-down 

explanation. Other stars continue co 

be frustrated by Disney’s contractual 

niggling and harassment. Robin 

Williams recorded the voice of the 

genie in Disney's forthcoming ani¬ 

mated movie Aladdin, and the star 

recently described his experience 

th is way; "What they'll do is, at the 

last moment, try and make adjust¬ 

ments in the deal, just because they 

know you're in. You just have to 

watch every tiny detail, You'll go, 

That s not what we agreed to.’ 

They’ll always cry to slip things in.” 

If stars are treated that way 

(Williams made both Good Mom 

ing, Vietnam and Dead Poets So¬ 

ciety for Disney), imagine 

how Disney treats the litrier 

people. The record pro¬ 

ducer Phil Spector spent 

almost $150,000 of his 

own money to make a 

video of a song of his 

that Disney used in 

Father of the Bride. 

Disney insisted on 

owning the video; 

Spector declined 

and scrapped the 

whole thing. 

Then there’s Dis¬ 

ney's 14 organiza¬ 

tional fascism,” 

as the studio it¬ 

self has actually 

described its phi¬ 

losophy to at 

least one prospective employee. 

To take one illustration, after a di¬ 

rector who was working on a TV 

project at Disney was overheard 

praising the old Warner Bros, car¬ 

toons in the Disney commissary, he 

received a memo telling him never 

to do it again. The old nickname 

for Disney was Mauschwitz; the 

new one is Duckau, 

Maybe Katzenberg doesn't mind 

angering famous, crow'd-pieasing ac¬ 

tors, since he doesn’t want to pay 

them anyway. He really has become 

serious about cutting costs, whether 

small (a memo recently circulated at 

his behest ordering Disneyites to 

send out fewer copies of memos) or 

large. In 1990, Disney made the 

deals for most of the movies released 

in 1991—a disastrous slate, as we 

have noted—and agreed to pay seven 

stars a combined total of more than 

$40 million; Bette Midler and 

Woody Allen {Scenes from a Mall), 

Bill Murray and Richard Drey fuss 

(What About Bob/), Sylvester Stallone 

(Oscar), Kathleen Turner (V /. War- 

shawski) and Dustin 

Hoffman (Billy Bath¬ 

gate). In all of 1991, 

Disney apparently 

made deals to pay only 

two stars that kind of 

salary: Steve Martin 

evidently got around $6- 

milhon for Father of the 

Bride, and Rick Moranis 

is said to have been paid 

around $4 million for 

Honey, 1 Blew Up the 

Kid, the sequel that will 

open this sum¬ 

mer. In 1990 die 

cost of Disney’s 

movies—before 

you add in the 

cost of making 

prints and adver- 

rising — was 

$400 million; in 

1991 it was $300 million. Half of 

that decrease came from cutting out 

big-star salaries. As a result, Disney’s 

1992 films star people like Dudley 

Moore, Carol Burnett and Dolly Par- 

ton, Can a new deal with Tim Con¬ 

way be far away? 

In fact, the Moore and Burnett 

vehicles. Blame U on the Bellboy and 

Grump) 

Stars with Disney deals 

are happy when Katzenberg 

passes on a project 
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Noises Off\ along with Whoopi 

Goldberg's forthcoming Sister Art, 

are probably the last of Disney s 

creaky fun pictures for a while, so 

Conway may have to wait. The offi¬ 

cial new creative mood is darker, 

more complex and hipper than Dis¬ 

ney has been known for. David Ho- 

Herman, who runs Disney’s Touch¬ 

stone unit, thinks the American 

psyche has taken a morbid turn; he 

wants to "explore the mythology 

beneath The Adda ms Family s suc¬ 

cess,” as an underling puts it. Sever¬ 

al un-Disneyesque films are in pro¬ 

duction: Allan Moyle, who directed 

Pump Up the Volume, is making a 

picture starring Alfre Woodard and 

Cathy Moriarty; Emilio Estevez and 

Paulie Shore are starring in movies; 

Kenneth Branagh and Barbara Her- 

shey are filming in Prague. Holly¬ 

wood Pictures, another Disney film 

division, released Disney’s first hit 

under the new bleak-and-cheap pol¬ 

icy, The Hand That Rocks the Cradle. 

(Score one for Hoberman's bitter 

rival Ricardo Mestres, who was cash¬ 

ing in his stock options like crazy 

this winter.) The Hand That Rocks 

was simply a well-timed B thriller, 

though, and the cask of really trans¬ 

forming Disney from a purveyor of 

brassy formula comedies into a more 

imaginative studio will be rough. 

The grace and enthusiasm with 

which it has undertaken this effort 

may be summed up by this recent 

remark of Eisner's: "If you spend 

enough miserable time in a room, 

ideas finally start popping up,” 

The ideas popping up in Eisner s 

head these days seem to be more 

about theme parks (Hey! Let's fly a 

planeload of reporters to Tokyo and 

Paris!) than about movies, but he 

must occasionally contemplate a 

purge of Katzenberg, This wouldn’t 

fix all of Disney’s problems, but the 

ill will can never disappear other¬ 

wise. 

It isn't just Sparky. Except for Carrie 

Fisher (who pocketed astounding 

sums for rewriting Tinker Bell's 

lines in Hook and doing a "character 

polish" for Whoopi in Sister Art), ev¬ 

eryone our here is panicked about 

his or her paycheck. Almost over¬ 

night, the number of development 

deals (not to mention 'TV pilots) has 

been reduced by more than half. 

Studios are ratcheting down stars' 

and producers’ deals daily: $1 mil¬ 

lion overall deals become $250,000 

first-look deals; first-look deals be¬ 

come bare-bones, secretary-!n-a-cu¬ 

bicle housekeeping deals—and the 

people at the bottom are getting 

thrown off the lot. Even stats: A 

seven-figures-a-picture comedy lead 

discovered one morning recently 

that his deal with TriStar was kaput. 

Maybe all the I-have-no-career! 

anxiety is making me soft, but a 

correction is in order: Two months 

ago in this space, I unfairly lumped 

Paramount's John GoJdwyn in with 

the nepotistically fortunate of Hol¬ 

lywood. My rake on young Gold- 

wyn was derived from what I'm 

told were uncharacteristic encoun¬ 

ters, In fact, according to highly re¬ 

liable colleagues of his, Goldwyn is 

a smart straight-shooter. So, John, 

sorry^and I 'll see you Monday 

night at Mortons, —Celia Brady 

'This is mandatory listening material for all true players/'-Ice-T 

Ten uftrasuede tunes from the 70's 

"blaxploitation" movie craze, 

including the superfly "Pusfierman” 

by Curtis Mayfield, 'Theme From 'Shaft' 

by Isaac Hayes, "Love Doctor” 

by Millie Jackson-—And seven more 

p latf or m -and -poly e ste r 

classics! 

wr ta orth Carfare 

ain’t new, Jack* 
But ift gonna 
jet you, sucka* 

aprjl m2 m n 
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Cast your ballot now 
for the first annual 
SPY Music Awards 
One day recently, a friend asked, "Why isn't rock 
witty anymore?" Well, we replied, it is—you just 
have to weed out the sentimentality, sophomoric 
earnestness and screeching narcissism. "After 
that,' said our friend, "what's left?" 

Plenty, and here’s the proof: the nominees for 
the SPY Music Awards, 

We recently invited all ot the major record 
companies and leading independents to nominate 
acts from their rosters that are—in the words of 
SPY'S motto—smart, fun, funny and fearless. Their 
sense of humor could be subtle or outlandish, 
musical or lyrical, a matter of substance or of style. 
The only requirement was that each act must have 
released an album of new material during 1991, 

After a long weekend at the Chateau Marmont— 
one that featured groupies, Jack Daniel's and an 
impromptu physics experiment involving a TV set, a 
swimming pool and six stories of atmosphere (well, 
really, after a long meeting in which one of our 

older editors remembered the time Iron 
Butterfly played at his high school), we 
narrowed the list down to the names you see 
here. We assure you, no payola was involved. In 
all likelihood, that's because none was offered. 

Now it's your turn: Till out the attached ballot 
and mail it back to us. If someone has already 
removed it, fill out an index card with your choices 
and—on second thought, go out and boy another 
issue and use the official ballot in that one. 

This is your opportunity to speak up for all that 
is good in the world and strike a blow against the 
bland pap that clogs America's airwaves. It's also 
your chance to win some fabulous prizes: When you 
send in your ballot, you’re automatically entered 
into the SPY Music Awards Sweepstakes. The Grand 
Prize is a trip to the SPY Music Awards ceremony in 
June, where the coveted Warped Record will be 
bestowed upon the worthy winners. 

For those about to rock, we salute you. 

VOTE 
TODAY TO WIN 

THESE 
VALUABLE 

A trip for two to the SPY 
Music Awards ceremony in 

June, including a three-day, 

two-night stay at the 
Paramount Hotel 

A copy of the new Spinal Tap 

album, Break Like the Wind 

Ten 
Second Prizes 

A limited-edition SPY Music 

Awards T-shirt 

Fifty 
Third Prizes 

A pair of SPY sunglasses 

Best singrsonprK1 
1. Billy Bragg 

Don't Irylfm at Home 
(Elektra) 

2. Lloyd Cole 
Don't Get Weird on Me Babe 
(Capitol) 

3. Julian Cope 
Peggy Suicide (Island) 

4. Elvis Costello 
Mighty Like a Rose Warner Bros.) 

5. Robyn Hitchcock & The Egyptians 
Perspex IslaruHfM} 

6 Joe Jackson 
Laughter & to (Virgin! 

7. Kristy MacColl 
Electric Landlady iZhmm) 

B. Sam Phillips 
CnjeUnmtmsWim) 

9. Prince&Tfie New Power Generation 
Dafmonds l Pearls (Paisley Parlv' 
Warner Bros) 

10. Jonathan Richman 
Having a Party with Jonathan ikhrnn 
(Rounder) 

11. Matthew Sweet 
Girlfriend Hm) 

12. Richard Thompson 
RmorafufSgii (Capitol) 

lest MU MM 
1. Blue Aeroplanes 

Beatsongs (Chrysalis) 

2. Bnngwater 
Jhe Power of Pussy (Shimmy-Disc) 

3. The Cramps 
Look Ma, Ho Head! (Restless) 

4. Crowded House 
Woodface (Capitol) 
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5. Fishbone 
Jhe Reality of My Surroundings 
(Columbia) 

B. Hoodoo Gurus 
Kinky m 

1. The Pixies 
Jrompe (e Monde (Elekira) 

8. Primus 
Sailing the Sea of Cheese 
(I fite rsc op &^At co-Ea stWest) 

9. Red Hot Chili Peppers 
Stood Sugar Sex Majik (Warner Bros.'! 

10. Too Much Joy 
Cereai Hillers (Giant) 

11 Violent Femmes 
Why do Birds A/)g.7(Slash/Reprise) 

12, Young Fresh Fellows 
Electric Bird Digest (Frontier) 

Best nan net 
1. Biz Markie 

I Need a Haircut (Warner Bros.) 
2. Cypress Hill 

Cypress RitH Columbia] 
3. De La Soul 

De La Soul Is Dead (Tommy Buy) 

4. Del Tha Funkee Homosapien 
i Wist My Brother George Was Here 
(Elektra) 

5. Digital Underground 
Sons off (Tommy Boy) 

6. DJ Jazzy Jeff & The Fresh Prince 
Homebase (Jive) 

7. MC 900 Ft Jesus 
Welcome to MyDrm {IRS.) 

0. Naughty By Nature 
Naughty By Nature [Tommy Boy) 

9, PM Dawn 
Of the Heart, Of the M Of the 
Cross (Island] 

10. Salt-N-Pepa 
Blacks'Magic {Next Plateau) 

It, 3rd Bass 
Derelicts of Dialect (Def Jam) 

12. Toneioc 
Cool Hand be (Delicious Vinyl) 

lest M wsi 
1. Carter the Unstoppable Sex Machine 

30 Something {Q\fy$al\$} 

t Crash Test Dummies 
Jhe Ghost That Haunts Me (Arista) 

3. Cypress Hill 
Cypress /////(Columbia) 

4. Del Tha Funkee Hamosapien 
I Wish My Brother George Was Here 
(Elektra) 

5. Fatima Mansions 
Viva Dead Pontes 

6. The KLF 
Jhe White Room (Arista) 

7. Lawnmower Deth 
Ooh Crickey It's Lawnmwer Both 
(Relativity) ' H 

8. Naughty By Nature 
Haughty By Nature {Tommy Boy) 

9. Nirvana 
Nevermind (W>) 

10. Paleface 
Paleface 

11 Primus 
Sailing the Sea of Cheese 
(Interscop^Atcn-EastWest) 

12, PM Dawn 
Ofi he Heart Of the Soul, Of the 
Cross (Island) 

1. Billy Bragg 
Don t fry This at Horn (Elektra) 

2. Julian Cope 
Peggy Suicide i Island) 

3. Elvis Costello 
Mighty Like a Rose (Warner Bros.) 

4. Del Tha Funkee ttomosapien 
I Wish My Brother George Was Here 
(Elektra) 

5. Fishbone 
Jhe Reality of My Surroundings 
(Columbia) 

6. Robyn Hitchcock & The Egyptians 
Perspex Island MM) 

7. Nirvana 
feve™d(DGCj 

8. The Pixies 
Jrompe le Monde (Elektra) 

9. Primus 
Sailing the Sea of Cheese 
(I n tersco pe/AtcchEa stWest) 

10.3rd Bass 
Derelicts of Dialed (M jam) 

11 Too Much Joy 
Cereal fii!tm{Gm\) 

12. Violent Femmes 
Why Do Birds Sing? (Slash/Reprise) 

vest smile 
1 »• r , 

1C+C Music Factory 
Tnings That Make You Go Horn./' 

(Columbia) 

2. Bela Soul 
"Ring Ring Ring [Ha Ha Hey)" 
(Tommy Boy! 

3. Del Tha Funkee Hnmosapien 
'Mistadobalina7' (Elektra) 

4Jhe Divinyls 
1 Touch Myself (Virgin) 

5. LaTQUR 
'People Are Soil Having Scf 
(PofyGram) 

G. Naughty By Nature 
"OP P." (Tommy Boy) 

7. Negitivland 
HU2M (ssn 

8. Nirvana 
“Smells Like Teen Spirit" (DGC) 

9. Prince & The New Power Generation 
“Cream" (Paisley Park/Warner Bros.) 

10. Right Said Fred 
TrtiToo Sexy" [Charisma) 

11 Too Much Joy 
Tong Haired Guys from England" 
(Giant) 

12. Young Fresh Fellows 
"Don't Blame It on Yoko" (Frontier) 

BtSIM 
1 Aerosmith 

"Sweet Emetic n" (Geffen) 

2. Anthrax & Public Enemy 
"Bring the Noise" [Megaforce/lsland) 

3. Billy Bragg 
"Sexuality7' (Elektra) 

4. C+C Music Factory 
Things That Make You GoHmm.J 
(Columbia) 

5. LL Cool 1 
'’Six Minutes of Pleasure" (Def Jam) 

6. Tom Petty & the Heartbreakers 
' Into the Great Wide Open" (MCA) 

7. Primus 
Tommy the Cat" (interscop^/AtcO' 
lEastWest) 

8. Red Hot Chill Peppers 
"Give It Away" (Warner Bros.) 

9. R.LM. 
“Shiny Happy People" (Warner Bros.) 

IB. Right Said Fred 
Tm TooSflty" (Charisma) 

H. 3rd Bass 
Top Goes the Weasel" [Def Jam) 

12. ZZ Top 
"Burger Man" (Warner Bros.) 

■JoM. 
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The Webs 

Network news has a tradition of telegenic starlets 

clawing their way out of early-morning time slots to more de¬ 

sirable broadcasts. As a newsreader for NBC News at Sunrise, 

Deborah Norville pined to replace Jane Pauley on the Today 
show, a natural desire no doubt inflamed by the baby^we ll-make- 
you-a-star encouragement of her bosses Dick Ebersol and Tim 
Rassert; Diane Sawyer power-flirted her way from the CBS Morning 
News to 60 Minutes to ABC s PrimeTime Live; And now Giselle Fernan¬ 
dez, former CBS Morning News anchor-babe, has been promoted to cor¬ 
respondent on the CBS Evening 

News, Although Fernandez hit town 

only last fall, she has already mas¬ 

tered a skill that's very useful to 

anyone who wants to get ahead at 

CBS: developing extracurricular 

friendships with men in high 

places—for example, 60 Minutes cor¬ 

respondent Ed Bradley. 

Fernandez may be most familiar 

to our Chicago readers: From 19&7 

to 19^9 she worked as a reporter 

and anchor at WBBM, the CBS 

affiliate in Chicago that’s also the 

former home of CBS Evening News 

executive producer Erik Sorenson 

and news-division president Eric 

Ober. When Fernandez arrived at 

WBBM, she was only 25 years old, 

but she quickly distinguished her¬ 

self by taking over the weekend 

anchor slot while dating news direc¬ 

tor Ron Kershaw, who is now de¬ 

ceased. (Kershaw was Jessica Sav- 

itcli's SvengalL Curiously, Savitch 

was also once a very special lady to 

Ed Bradley ) 

Fernandez displayed real profes¬ 

sionalism in one instance, when she 

responded testily during a broad¬ 

cast to criticism she d received in a 

local newspaper. Her shining mo¬ 

ment at the station, though, came 

when a local drug kingpin called to 

say he planned to surrender to the 

police bur wanted a TV news crew 

present so the cops would not beat 

him during the arrest. Fernandez 

and her crew met the dealer at a re¬ 

sort area outside Chicago, where 

they Spent the afternoon speedboat¬ 

ing and eating pizza. The wanted 

man finally did get around to turn¬ 

ing himself in. Fernandez did not 

seem to think such behavior was a 

lapse in judgment. As she told the 

Chicago Tribune, T thought it would 

make good video/ 

And you'd proba¬ 

bly always thought 

Paddy Chayefsky's 

Network was over¬ 

stated. 

Ober believes 

that Fernandez can 

become a star, and 

he once encouraged 

her to make appearances 

on CBS Evening News 

Weekend Edition as a cor¬ 

respondent. It was at 

Weekend Edition that Fer¬ 

nandez first demonstrated she 

is a force to be 

reckoned with. 

For the past sever¬ 

al years, the senior 

producer of the 

program, Terry 

Martin, has been 

one of the most 

intensely despised 

people in the news division—more 

hated than Howard Stringer, presi¬ 

dent of CBS Group, for instance. 

Martin is an old CBS hand who was 

once a producer on the Evening News; 

he has also written copy for anchor¬ 

man Dan Rather. He is known to 

berate his assistants wildly, and also 

for his unwillingness to offer even 

the most perfunctory greetings to 

colleagues. When he was covering 

the Persian Gulf War, he cook up 

valuable phone time to bad-mouth 

his CBS crew to their bosses in New 

York. Foolishly, he used an open 

satellite link, a high-tech variation 

on the old party line, and most of 

the crew—who had been working 23 

hours a day while dodging Scuds— 

overheard his remarks. 

When Fernandez approached 

Martin earlier this year with a story 

idea for Weekend Edition, he cold her 

she was nothing but a newsreader, 

so forget about it. Fernandez went 

straight to her patron Ober, and 

within days, Martin was no longer 

senior producer at Weekend Edition. 

He has in fact been demoted to 

news manager, a guy who watches 

the news wires, and some at the 

network suggest that even this 

position is only temporary. 

Where generations of Mar¬ 

tin haters had failed, 

Fernandez succeeded in 

one deft stroke. De¬ 

manding that a pro¬ 

ducer’s head be 

brought to you on a 

silver platter is the 

first prerogative of a 

star—and Fer¬ 

nandez has only 

just begun. 

The general 

public thinks 

of CNN as un¬ 

failingly accu¬ 

rate, but it has 

actually had to pull a segment in 

which Dr. Seuss was referred to 

throughout as Dr. Zeus. One recent 

incident might also encourage skep¬ 

ticism: Soon after George Bush 

threw up all over the Japanese 

prime minister in January, CNN al¬ 

most reported that the president 

had.., died. —Laurem Hobbs 

Gisdle 

Fernandez, a former a*m, anchor- 

babe, is now a correspondent 

on the CBS Evening News 

Copyrighted material 
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Crowning the New Kini| Arthur 
Taking the cure at Canyon Ranch cannot compare 

with swilling gimlets again at Orso. So when Alex Jones, the 

paper of record s press reporter, wrote his creepily ‘"objective” 

3,000-word front-page announcement of Arthur “Pinch” Sulz¬ 

bergers coronation, I couldn't stay away from West 43rd Street— 
especially when the Tiffins digital clock stopped working on the 
very day of the announcement. An omen! 

While most reporters would face with some trepidation the assign- 

ment of profiling both their former (Punch) and current (Pinch) bosses, 

the story was a natural for Jones, who 

witlessly trots out conventional wis¬ 

dom on demand. He is himself a 

scion of a press dynasty (his family 

owns a string of southern newspapers) 

and coauthor of The Patriarch: The 

Rise and Fall of the Bingham Dynasty. 

Jones is, in effect, the Sulzbergers’ 

house scribe, a courtier recruited from 

the minor provincial nobility—some¬ 

one who.. .understands. 

The feudal metaphors getting out 

of hand? Well, you should have 

been in the newsroom for Pinch's as¬ 

cension. Staff members crowded the 

aisles, awaiting the appearance of 

Sulzberger pere et fits. Photographers 

clambered onto desks, and as the 

pair swept into the newsroom, exec¬ 

utive editor Max Frankel also 

heaved himself to the top of a desk, 

to introduce them. Reporters and 

editors launched into thunderous 

applause for young Arthur, to whom 

Max toadied in a speech: We may 

have democratic ideals, and while some 

people say this newspaper is an oli¬ 

garchy, IBs not In fact, we live under a 

monarchy—and Tm glad we do. 

Max's staff wasn't shocked by his 

metaphor—he's apt to compare the 

Times to whatever pops into his head 

these days. During a management 

seminar not long ago, Max and his 

inevitable Successor, Joe Lely veld, 

posited metaphors for the workplace. 

Joe said he thought of the Times as a 

baseball diamond. Max described the 

newsroom as an orchestra. This high- 

school-principal-style trope seemed 

to take root for a while: Max actually 

reminded a group of editors at one 

staff meeting, If one person plays a flat 

note, we all sound bad. 

Whether the Times is more 

an orchestra, monarchy or 

ball field is anybody's 

guess, but a celling mo¬ 

ment at the newsroom 

ceremony occurred 

when the champagne 

ran out before even 

a third of the room 

got a swig. Pinch's 

ostentatious fru¬ 

gality now seems 

shrewdly nineties. 

Lately he has been 

taking coffee breaks 

in the rank-and-file 

cafeteria. He talks a 

good multicultural game 

too, suggesting he wants to 

bring the first 

nonwhite col¬ 

umnist to the 

Op-Ed page. 

In fact, the 

only real change 

in Pinch’s daily 

responsibilities 

as he moves to 

full-blown publisher is directly over¬ 

seeing the editorial-page spread. His 

father enjoyed writing an occasional 

opinion piece himself (his in-house 

pseudonym is 'A. O. Sock”—Sock, 

Punch; get it?), and the son is ex¬ 

pected to follow suit. 

Punch was charming and un- 

threatening to his reporters, a soi¬ 

gne ditz, but Ttmesnlen have not yet 

got a handle on their twetpy new 

publisher’s rather strenuous public 

sense of humor. When he's among 

friends, Pinch’s humor can be frat- 

housey, charmlessly awkward. As 

heir apparent, he has been self-con¬ 

scious about the line between water¬ 

cooler colleague and future employ¬ 

ee. As his elevation approached, 

young Arthur quite purposefully dis¬ 

tanced himself from friends at the 

paper, among them the infamous 

Judy Miller, 

spondent, Lely- 

veld said, he would awake each 

morning terrified that he had been 

scooped. That kind of fear is good, 

Lely veld said. Maybe so, but poor 

Bemie Gwertzman is the very sort of 

anxious, workaholic limesm&ti who 

has always loyally and fearfully put 

the job first, his life second. Plus fa 

change*.. —-/. J< Hun sec her 

The new publisher has 

purposefully distanced himself 

from friends at the paper 

Pinch’s first hard hour with the 

newsroom drones came at a 

pair of free-form editorial 

meetings at the Marriott 

Marquis. Young City 

Hall reporter Todd 

Purdum asked a Times 

meta-question — 

about the climate of 

fear that pervades 

the newsroom. ' Any 

other confessions?” 

Frankel quipped. 

Lelyveid addressed 

Purdum in earnest, 

declaring the old-style 

fear a thing of the past— 

cake that, Arthur Gelb! 

Take that, Abe Rosenthal! 

But then he 

suggested that 

some fear is salu¬ 

tary: When for¬ 

eign editor Ber¬ 

nard Gwertz¬ 

man was diplo¬ 

matic corre- 

Pinch 
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The Usual Suspects 

Just how does a celebrity draw the line 

between infotainment good sportsman¬ 

ship and unseemly shriek? One morn¬ 

ing recently on Good Morning America, 

Patrick Stewart, who plays Captain Pi¬ 

card on the syndicated TV show Star 

Trek: The Next Generation, was about to be 

interviewed. As Stewart awaited his mo¬ 

ment, he noticed that Spencer Christian, 

GMA s weatherman, was dressed in a Star 

Trek get up, Stewart, perhaps all too keenly 

aware that he risks the camp fate of William 
Shatner, stalked out of the studio, en¬ 

raged, As it happened, the botched seg¬ 

ment was on the same morning as an 

on-air discussion among the four men 

who control TV programming in 

America—Bob Iger from ABC, Warren 
Littlefield from NBC, Jeff Sagansky from 

CBS and Peter Chernln from Fox—and 

they evidently all witnessed Stewart’s mad 

scene. lJSo/’ one of the network presidents 

said with a smile to a fellow network presi¬ 

dent, ‘we’re agreed — nobody will give 

Patrick Stewart any more work?" , 

Kennedy, of course—out for a guys* only drive. 

After Schneider glared in Kennedy’s direction, 

he seemed to realize whom he had accosted 

and, presumably mortified, sped away. 

Tom 

In the spring, a young congressman's 

thoughts turn to...health-care reform? 

Defense cuts? One balmy afternoon a 

couple of sessions ago, 43-year-old 

Republican congresswroman Claudine 
Schneider was making her wray from 

the House to her office, Suddenly her 

reverie was broken by what she took to 

be a couple of rowdy teenagers in a con 

vertible cruising for tuna. When Schneider 

heard a wolf whistle directed toward her 

backside, she turned to discover one 

of her House colleagues—Joe 

One might think that little Tom Cruise lies 

awake at night anguishing about his lack of a 

box office hit since 1989, But what really bothers 

him—what he thinks won't allow him to 

grow from young superstar to youngish 

megastar—is his adolescent voice. 

Cruise belongs to the Church of Scien¬ 

tology, the cult that believes all of 

life’s difficulties can be overcome by 

hooking oneself up to a quack elec¬ 

tronic gadget. So when he shared his 

squeaky-voice obsession with some Sci¬ 

entologist friends, they convinced him 

that the solution, at least as far as his 

movie voice was concerned, was a special 

high-tech recording system. Luckily for 

Cruise, the Church of Scientology owns a 

professional sound studio, and his pah there 

developed a supercotriplicated system just for 

him. The price for the equipment: well over 

$100,000, at least three times what a top-of* 

the-iine film-production recording system nor¬ 

mally costs. Now, the better the system, the 

more faithfully ir captures sounds—a squeaky 

adolescent voice will only sound more 

exquisitely squeaky and adolescent. But 

Cruise seems to believe that his gizmo can 

give him a new, improved voice. When Ron 
Howards Imagine Entertainment hired Cruise 

to star in the forthcoming Far and 

Away, the company was 

obliged to lease his spe¬ 

cial, allegedly squeak-sup¬ 

pressing system. 5 

Patrick 
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lefendiflq Their Own 
If Influential Adulterers 

Don't Stick Up for Influential 

Adulterers, Who Will? 

Last fall, The Washington Post's Juan Williams, a repen rant 

sexual harasser, published a column that took Clarence Thomas's side against 

Anita Hill. An alleged harasser, television pundit John McLaughlin, was also a 

righteous Thomas defender, As far as we know, Bryant Gumbel and Dan 

Rather haven't gone on record in support ol this season's beleaguered guys 

guy, Bill Clinton. But many of their peers in the press have not been so dis¬ 

creet, Is there a saying about the pot calling the kettle chant 

Sam 

Donaldson, 
Prime Psme Live: 

Interviewing 

Hillary Clinton, 

he let go 

unchallenged 

her apparent lie 

that Clinton 

never said, 

'Goodbye, 

baby," to 

Gennifer 

Flowers. On 

This Week With 

David Brinkley 

he said, "There’s 

been no 

allegation that 1 

know of that 

Governor 

Clinton has 

carried on in 

this manner 

since he 

announced lor 

president." 

by Jamie Molanowskf 

w & 
t*-. Building. 

Better 
Pitchman 

Prime Minister Kiichi 

Miyazowa may have started 

out sympathetic about 

America's problems, but it's 

ha rd to stay a good sport 
after the American to 

whom you're extending o 
helping hand spurts chyme 

all over you at dinner. 

Consequently, ft's time 
we realized that we'll have 

to predicate our economy 

on something the Japanese 

can't duplicate as easily as 
the automobile. Like, per¬ 

haps, celebrity hucksterism. 

After all, we've got the 

stars, we've got the know¬ 

how, and now, 

thanks to EquL 

Trend®, A Study 

of Brand Equity, 

we have the 

groundbreaking 

scientific data 
that will enable 

us to get maxi¬ 

mum selling 

power out of our 

celebrity en¬ 

dorsers. Equl- 

Trend is the 

product of the 
Total Research 

Corporation of 

Princeton, New 
jersey, which re¬ 

cently called 

2,000 people 
and asked them 

questions about 

54 celebrities to 
determine which 

had the highest- 

quality image. In 
1 st place, with a 

score of 77, was 

Bob Hope; in 

54th place, ► 

Eric Breindel, New York Post: 

"[Many] think chat Clinton himself 

has handled an encounter with 

unpleasant issues—issues that most... 

don't ever have ro discuss in public— 

in a classy and effective fashion.’ 

Ric i I arc CO HEN// Pc Wash i ngton 

Post: "It’s hard to ask a man about 

other women and such matters." © 

A Somewhat Selective Catalog of Bill 

Clinton Apologists 

A. M. Rosenthal, The New York 

Times: "The Clinton couple of 

Arkansas have presented to the 

American public a gift,,.tThe 

gift is that they treated us as 

adults,.. .{We should] be fed up 

with the slavering inquisition 

on politicians’ 

sexual history." 
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THE FINE PRINT CONTINUED 

with a 29, was Jerry Falwell. 

Here are the full rankings: 

Sob Hope (77); Bill 

Cosby {75); Walter Cronkite 

and George Bush (73); 

Clint Eastwood [72); Pope 

John Paul It and Michael 

Jordan (70); Tom Brokaw 

and Meryl Streep [69); Jack 

Nicholson and Luciano 

Pavarotti (68); 

Tom Cruise (67); Mar¬ 

go ret Thatcher, Bo Jackson, 

Arnold Schwarzenegger 

and Joe DiMoggio (66); 

Dan Rather and Dolly Por- 

ton (64); Arnold Palmer, 

Barbara Walters and Paula 

Abdul (63); Lee lacocco 

and Oprah Winfrey (61}; 

Richard Petty and Frank 

Sinatra (60); Martina 

Navratilova, Ralph Nader 

and Silly Graham (59); 

Ronald Reagan (58); 

Mikhail Gorbachev, 

Hammer and Phil Donahue 

(56); Ted Turner, Shirley 

MacLaine and Muhammad 

Ali (55); Nelson Mandela 

and Cher (54); Barry 

Manilow and Liz Taylor 

(53); Ted Kennedy (52); 

Jane Fonda (5 I), Jesse 

Jackson and Van no White 

(49); Mike Tyson and Glo¬ 

ria Steinem (48); Mick Jog¬ 

ger (46); Hulk Hogan (45); 

Bart Simpson (44); Richard 

Nixon (43); Hugh Hefner 

(42); Donald Trump and 

Madonna (37); Raseanne 

Arnold (34); and Jerry Fal¬ 

well (29). 

To keep potential adver¬ 

tisers from wrongly conclud¬ 

ing that equally ranked 

celebrities would be equally 

effective as endorsers 

(Okay, we're pushing Ro- 

laids and we can afford a 

54. Who do we want, Man¬ 

deb or Cher?), Total Re¬ 

search identified seven 

kinds of consumers, de¬ 

scribing them, the kinds ► 

-f 

l\hk&d £*fy 

In his recently published autobiogra¬ 

phy, A View from Above, Basketball 

Flail of Fanner Wilt Chamberlain 

claims to have made love to nearly 

20,000 women during the course of 

his life, Here are the ramifications of 

that claim. 

Time spent in seduction, conquest and 

postcoital hygiene (at an average of 22 

minutes per encounter): 7,333 hours 20 
minutes, or more than 10 months 

Total calories burned: 816,666, or the 

amount of energy burned by an average 
person over 480 days 

Volume of ejaculate (at 1 tablespoon 

per encounter): 78 gallons 

N umber of sperm released (at 300 

million per ejaculation): 6 trillion 

Cost of a ritually considerate bouquet 

of 1 dozen roses sent the next 

morning: $799,000 (including delivery) 

Length of Wilts women standing 

arm-in-arm: 9.5 miles 

Length of Wilt's women laid end-to- 

end: 20 miles 

Aggregate weight of Wilts women 

(at 124 pounds per woman): 2.48- 
million pounds, approximately the 
weight of 10 727's fully loaded with 

fuel 

Number of Geraldo episodes required 

to expand upon Wilt’s prowess as a 

lover (4 guests per episode): 5,000, or 
an episode each weekday for more than 
19 years 

Cost of providing each woman with 

a copy of rhe autobiography 

(suggested retail price, $20): 

$400,000, plus tax 

Number of buses required to 

transport Wilt's women to a Lakers 

game: 408 

Cost of halftime refreshments (hot 

dog, medium soft drink, Dove Bar) at 

the Great Western Forum: $155,000, 
plus tax 

Number of women projected to join 

the club (assuming a life expectancy 

for Wilt of 75 years, and factoring in 

an annual 20 percent reduction in 

potency); 7,008 —Brian Clark 

Time spent performing intercourse (at 

an average of 7 minutes per encounter): 

2,333 hours 20 minutes, or more than 3 
months of actual thrusting 

■ 
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THE FINE PRINT CONTINUED 

Sl¬ 

ot products they like and 
the celebrities to whom they 

respond; 
Intellects, who "prefer 

sophisticated brands with a 

more liberal worldview," 

buy Volvo, Cuisinart and 

Toyota, and respond to 

Streep, Nader and Steinem; 
Conformists, who prefer 

dominant brands, buy 

Campbell's and Hershey's, 

and respond to Hope, 
Cosby and Abdul; 

Popularity Seekers, who 

like trendy, youth-oriented 

products, such as MTV and 

McDonald's, and respond 

to Bart Simpson, Bo Jack- 
son and Tyson; 

Pragmatists, who like 

no-non$en$e products, buy 

Lee, Lego Systems and 

Theragran, and respond to 

Eastwood, Rather and 
Bush; 

Actives, who "prefer 

healthy brands," such as 

Blue Cross, Visa and (we 

swear) Exxon, "provided by 
caring people" 

like Pavarotti, 
Manilow and 

(we swear) 

Margaret 
Thatcher; 

Relief Seek¬ 
ers, who "look 

for relief, es¬ 

cape and 

peace," buy 

HBO and 
Nyquif, and 

would listen to 
Madonna, 

Trump and 

Hefner (Hi, this 

is Madonna for 
Nyquil?); 

and Senti¬ 

mental, who 
prefer old-fash¬ 

ioned brands, 
such as K mart 

and Sonko, 

and relate to ► 

■Vs few C’ 
Enchanting and 

Alarming Events Upcoming 
3 Wayne Newton 

turns 50. 
3-5 The HUMOR 

Project sponsors 
its seventh annu¬ 
al conference on 

the positive 
power of humor 

and ere- 

ativity in Sara¬ 

toga Springs, 
New York. The 
Project’s founder 

and director, Dr. 

Joel Goodman, 

has lectured in 
’ Tokyo, Tampa, 
Toronto, Tacoma, 

Tblisi (USSR), 

Tennessee, Tai¬ 

wan, and many 
points in be¬ 

tween (he also 

speaks in cities, 
states, and 

countries that 
do not 

begin 
with 

TV 
Get it? 
You 

can 
learn to 

be this 
funny for only 

$335, excluding 
lodging and air¬ 
fare. 

4-5 California 

Coin Laundry 

Expo at the L,A. 
Fair and Exposi¬ 
tion Complex. 

1-0-1 
Reviews by Walter 

Monheit™, the Movie 

Wind, starring Jennifer Grey, Matthew Modine 
(Tri-Star) ppf>p 

Walter Monheit saysf “How many Oscars wifi Matthew 
round up before you cart call him a star? The answer, 
my friends, is bfowin’ in the Wind'.» 

SINGLES, starring Campbell Scott (Warner 

Bros.) pppf 
Walter Monheit says, “Turn up the burner and just 
add Oscar—Campbell’s mmm-mmm good!” 

Shadows and Fas, starring Madonna, Jodie 
Foster, Kathy Bates, directed by Woody Allen 
(Orion) pppp 
Walter Monheit saysf “The ooo/iest Allen assemblage 
since Hannah and Her Sisters! 8ut bey—any situation 
involving Madonna and Jodie deserves a Woody!” 

What the mmcUs mean: ppp —excellent: 

pppp —tndisptttahiy a dank 

Michael Leeson, 

executive director 
of the California 
Coin Laundry 

Association, says 
the familiar word 
Laundromat is 

passe. “Coin laun¬ 

dry is jusc a more 

modern term... .1 
suspect New 

Yorkers would 

still use the word 
Laundromat «” 

5 Mozart Bicen¬ 

tennial Keyboard 
Marathon; Lin¬ 

coln Center, 2:00 
to 10:00 p.m. 

Alice Tully Hall 
will be closed to 

traffic for the du¬ 

ration. 
15 Taxes due; 

80th anniversary 

of the sinking of 
the Titanic. 
17 First night 
of Passover. 

Sales of other¬ 
wise undrink¬ 
able wine soar. 
19 Easter 
Sunday. 

PAAS, 
maker of 

Easter-egg 
dyes, incro- 
duces Bunny 

Tongs—rab¬ 
bit-shaped, pas¬ 
tel-colored salad 
tongs—and Crazy 
Critters Egg Ani¬ 

mating Kit, 
which allows 
children to dress 
up their eggs 
with feathers and 
pom-poms. So 

this is why He 

rose from the 

dead. 
23 Lee Majors 

turns 52, 
24-26 The School 
of Metaphysics in 

Windyville, Mis¬ 
souri, operates a 

National Dream 
Hotline: (417) 

345-8411. Facul¬ 
ty use their years 

of research and 
experience to an¬ 
swer questions 

about the spiritu« 
alley of particular 
dreams. “We see 

dreams as com¬ 
munications from 

the soulT says 

Barbara O'Guinn, 
the school s na- 

JhlOTUftJC 1 

tional adviser. 
' We hope to 
eventually be 
accredited.” 

25 Abortion first 
legalized (in Col¬ 
orado) on this day 
in 1^67. Just so 
you know exactly 

how far back to 

set your clocks. J) 
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NiMCffy 
Easter-Eqq Apocalypse? 

A SPY Rubio-Awareness Buie tin 

Ah, the endangered joys of childhood. The past decade has 

all but eliminated trick-or-treating and sitting on Santas 

lap at the mall. Can the extinction of the traditional 

Easter-egg hunt he far behind? A recent history of this 

tragic custom: 

THE MlfE P 11 H T C&NTINUCP 

Graham, Hope and 

Falwefl. 

As if alf this weren't 

enough for us to think 

about, Total Research has 

also sent out o chort in 

which they've put together 

some dream pairings of 

celebrities and products: 

Walter Cronkrte with Cream 

of Wheat, Pope John Paul II 

with Hallmark, Michael Jor¬ 

dan with Cadillac, Tom 

Brokaw with Kite hen Aid, 

Margaret Thatcher with 

Metropolitan Lite (current 

celebrity representative: 

Snoopy), Dan Rather with 

No Nonsense, Frank Sina¬ 

tra with banka, Nader with 

Volvo, Reagan with Exxon, 

Gorbachev with Coca-Cola 

and Lands' End, Mandela 

with diet Coke, Liz Taylor 

with Hermann's, Vanna 

White with Holiday Inn, 

Tyson with Rolex, Arnold 

with Timex, Steinem with 

Hanes, Nixon with Buick, 

and FalweJI with Sears. 

£» The Beautiful 
ft People’s Court 

Case No, 14199 in the 

New York State Supreme 

Court 

Kurt Anthony v. Wesley 

Snipes et at. 

Plaintiff Anthony alleges 

that defendant Snipes, star 

of New Jock City ond Jungle 

Fever, and others effectively 

stole his script, entitled In¬ 

nocent Blood, and used it 

os the basis for New Jack 

City "During 1984-1990," 

the complaint reads, "plain¬ 

tiff lived in The Bronx...and 

then in Harlem, and ob¬ 

served firsthand the drug 

epidemic which was sweep¬ 

ing the community....Plain¬ 

tiff decided he could help in 

publicizing the problem...by 

writing a realistic screenplay 

which would be appeal- ► 

Anchorage, Alaska, 1991: 

Hundreds of children 

showed up for the 

annual Easter-egg hunt, 

but some of them 

wandered into the 

woods or got stuck in 

waist-deep snow. Several 

children were reported 

missing; many 

complained of freezing 

fingers and toes. 

St. Louis, Missouri, 1991: 
The riverfront Easter- 

egg hunt turned ugly 

when parents broke 

through yellow 

police ribbons set up 

to mark off the grassy 

fields and began 
snatching up the 20,000 

plastic eggs. Those who 

arrived just before the 

official 11:45 am. start 

found the fields picked 

clean. 

St. Catharine's, Ontario, 
Canada, 1991: Parents 

fought and elbowed 

one another to snatch 

eggs and candy from 

children at an Easter- 

egg hunt at a local 

mall. <4The adults went 

in there like crazy/1 a 

mother said. ' They 

trampled my 

daughters basket.” 

South Portland, Maine, 

1991: The program 

director of the Parks 

Department asked the 

city to discontinue its 

annual Easter-egg hunt 

because of rhe greed of 

patents at this year's 

event* M saw parents 

pushing kids down and 

taking the candy/' she 

said, recalling the 

pandemonium. 

Winterset, Iowa, 1990: 

Officials asked that 

children throw away 

their chocolate candy, 

eggs and other goodies 

found during the Easter- 

egg hunt after learning 

that the city's Whistle 

Stop Park had been 

sprayed with pesticides 

and fertilizers only two 

days earlier, 

Fort Wayne, Indiana, 

1989: Fearing for the 

safety of the city's 

children, officials 

canceled the annual 

Easter-egg hunt, In 

previous years, parents 

had complained that 

their toddlers were 

injured by bigger 

children who found the 

eggs more quickly and 

left none for the little 

ones. 

New York Ciiy, 1981: 

Calamity struck the 

annual Easter-egg hunt 

in Central Park when 

prizes were thrown up 

for grabs, touching off a 

stampede of several 

thousand people* Six 

people were hurt, and 

dozens of youngsters 

were separated from 

their parents. "It was 

not very pleasant/' said 

Parks Commissioner 

Gordon Davis* "Big 

kids were pushing 

smaller kids.” 
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TUI FINE PRINT £ONTlNli£U 

Eng to the youthful, inno¬ 

cent victims." Anthony 

maintains that he wrote the 

script "with the,.«unknown, 

local actor, defendant Wes¬ 

ley Snipes," in mind. He 

says that while supporting 

himself doing odd jobs, he 

did some work for David 

Gu$, who said he was a tal¬ 

ent agent. "Plaintiff...asked 

Gus if he could help 

locate Snipes,,..Gus 

said, 'Yes, you're in luck, 

because Wesley Snipes is 

one of the people I repre¬ 

sent as an agent/" In the 

course of their conversa¬ 

tion, Anthony says, he 

disclosed many of the key 

features of the screenplay: 

"(i) It was to be using hip- 

hop (i.e,, rap music) 

throughout the film; and 

(si) it was to hove substan¬ 

tial violence, profanity, 

sexual activities, slang and 

[be] shot with realism 

('Mean Streets' style) 

showing crime and hus¬ 

tling continuously through¬ 

out the film; and (Hi) □ lot 

of crack dealing." Anthony 

claims that he delivered the 

screenplay to Gus, who 

later told him "that Snipes 

[had] read the screenplay 

[and] decided not to do the 

movie because it was too 

'street/ too hard-core, too 

'cinema verite' or new 

wave." Some months 

later, "while in the Den¬ 

tist's office fixing his teeth 

for his planned role in 

innocent Blood" Anthony 

read about New Jack 

Crty. Anthony wants $ 80- 

million in actual damages 

and $80 million in pu¬ 

nitive damages, plus any 

proceeds the defendants 

received for New Jack City. 

The defendants deny all 

charges. The case is 

pending, ) 
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What We Have Here Is a Failure to Commuiicate 
But Don't Quote Us on That 

You're being interviewed by a prominent journalist from a 

respectable publication. You tell the reporter something off the 

record; something else you say ts not for attribution; and 

certain other facts, you caution, are on background, The 

reporter nods his assent\ But is he agreeing to what you think 

he 's agreeing to? We wondered, and we asked the experts. 

\hk*d C?1y 

Joan Konner, dean, Columbia Universi¬ 

ty Graduate School of Journalism: "Off 

the record means don't quote the person, 

but it can mean don't use it—its best 

to ask. Not for attribution means you can 

use it [as a quote] but donY quote 

them [by name]. Background is infor¬ 

mation relating to a story to give you a 

context for understanding." 

P. J, O’Rourke, Rolling Stone: "Off the 

record means, basically,, you the reader 

can guess who told me rhis. By 

internal textual analysis you 11 be able 

to tell who said this . If somebody gave 

something to me off the record, that 

would mean, 'Don't print my name* 

bur you don't have to disguise my 

identity too deeply/ Not for attribution 

means* You have to disguise my 

identity but not the class or species to 

which I belong/ Background means* 'I 

didn't fucking say it* If you say I said 

it, I’ll deny it, and Ill do everything I 

can to destroy your career/ 

David Halberstam author, The Powers 

That Be: “Background is when 'an officer 

in the government' holds briefings for 

reporters and they can use what he says 

and attribute it to an American official. 

A public official might say,1 Off the 

record I'll tell you this/ and may even 

wink as he says it—which means, ‘You 

didn’t hear it here, but if you want to 

use it, go ahead/ All these things have 

a kind of body language of their own/’ 

Christopher Hitchens, The Nation, 

Harper’s: '‘Off the record is like no 

comment. Its what people have seen 

on television series when journalists 

ask questions. Its the proles trying 

to avoid exposure. Background is a bit 

higher up. Then you're dealing with 

some bureaucrat, sort of the middle 

class. When they say background, 

that's how they show sawiness, The 

first two cases are always said by 

people whom nobody would want to 

quote anyway Not for attribution is 

said by people whom you would want 

to quote and who don't want to 

be and who could make it hard for you 

if you quoted them against their will, 

It s a scale of general toadying and 

falsity.” 

SPY: But what information can you use, 

and what can't you me? 

Hitchens; "Well, that would be an 

ethical call, and I don't believe in 

journalistic ethics. If you say, At what 

level do you burn the source?/ it s 

always in direct proportion to the 

importance of the story." 

Kurt Loder, MTV News: ‘‘Off the record is 

off the record—you don't use it, right? 

Background is, you use the information, 

but you don’t attribute it. And what 

was the third one, the one in the 

middle?.*.Those are pretty simple, 

though, aren’t they? I thought it was 

all pretty dear. I d better keep abreast 

of this stuff, I guess/’ 

Brian Burroug h. The Wall Street Journal, 

author of Barbarians at the Gate: "On 

Wall Street, background has come to 

mean for a lot of people what not for 

attribution really means: meaning, you 

know, one investment banker/ one 

trader/ but you can quote them.1' 

Kevin Sessums, Vanity Fair: "Run them 

by me again. I was reading something 

when you said that.'1 

St. Clair Pugh, reporter-collaborator 

for Liz Smith: "What do you mean, 

background? I don’t know that term." ^ 

—*$» 
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Are You Listening. Lee laeoeca? 
The Rea/ Secrets of Japanese Success 

As our way of contributing to a better understanding of the United States s most nerdesome trade partner, we 

pre sent ch i s g 1 i m pse of to n te m po ra ry I a pa n es e co r po ra re ph i 1 o so p h t es, a f 1 of w h i ch w e re rece n d y p rt iv i d ed n) t h e 

public at the 29th Tokyo Motor Show: 

On corporate purpose: "Kawasaki is pleased to introduce 

its rheme of Non-Stop Happy Times and Space.'" 

—Kawasaki Motorcycle Co. 

who can submit a safety assurance to the society un¬ 

consciously, likewise* air and water do the same." 

— Alpha Corporation 

Oil mechanical innovation: "As the door can be operated 

with half-latch* there will be no such condition as 

'half-door.'1—Ohi Seisafeusho Co.* Ltd, 

On mechanical problems: Spark is strengthened \0fX or 

so, however radio injury may occur." —Hay ash i Seiko 

Co.* Ltd. 

On mechanical safety: "Recent engines with dilute burn¬ 

ing system are adopting ignition system oi transistor 

circuit to correspond co the improvement of blowing- 

up on accelerated time.'1—Hayashi Seiko Co., Ltd. 

On more amorphous kinds of safety: "Alpha is a company 

0n friendliness; The motorcycle corner will feature the 

theme I lello* motorcycled"—Honda Motor Co.* Ltd. 

On technological advances: "{ fhe product] is easy to use 

as a result o! utilizing electrodes instead of paste." 

— Nippondenso Co,* Ltd. 

On a subject we don’t yet understand: Our theme here 

is ‘The Fusion of lirain Children. "—Stanley Electric 

Co.* Ltd. 

On automotive existentialism:'It is a system which does 

not require a point." Hayashi Seiko Co., Ltd. 

—Stephen A1 orga n 
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Is Liberate Alive? 
\hk«J CTh 

As time goes by, it seems more and more certain that Elvis Presley has, in fact, died. That some believe other¬ 

wise has led us to wonder whether there are fans of other apparently dead superstars who believe that their 

idol is still alive. To test that proposition, we called Pauline LaChance, the president of the Li be race Club of 

Las Vegas, and, introducing ourself as Chuck Schwarts an ardent fan, told her we had just seen the inimitable 

Li be race on an observation deck of the Empire State Building. LaChance told Chuck that another member of 

her dub swears Liberace is alive and being held captive in a warehouse, Later, Chuck called back for details. 

Chuck Schwartz: Hi. 

Pauline LaChance: Don’t tell me 

you saw another sighting. 

Chuck: No, but.,.you mentioned 

some things about a controversy 

surrounding his death,,,, 

Pauline: Do you mind If I put my 

husband on while you talk to me? 

Chuck: No, not at all 

Pauline: Okay, this,,.is the fellow 

who.. .saw a sighting. That’s how 

we’re calling it—a “sighting’’— 

right? 

Bob LaChance: Hello there. 

Pauline: Lm not that close to the 

family as such, [but] being a fan 

and all that, we were able to be at 

the funeral in Palm Springs.,., 

But as I told you. ..there was no 

coffin in the church. And we were 

told that his sister was next to 
him when he passed away. 

Chuck: Did you speak with her? 

Pauline: Yes. She claims that ' he 

did die at my side." 

Bob: But outside the room there 

were five or six other people. .,. 

Pauline: His lawyer was 

supposedly in the next room as 

well, but one of the strange 

things—now, this is just 

something 1 heard, I can't verify 

rhi$““the last few minutes that he 

lived, the lawyer made everybody 

leave that room. 

Chuck: Now, why do you think 

[he} did that? 

Pauline: I don't know. It has 

possibly something to do with the 

will that he signed. There was a 

lot of controversy over that.... 

The lawyer came up with a 

revised will, and he had him sign 

it at that time. That’s all I heard. 

I can't verify this. 

But the thing 

that disturbed 

me is, we 

never saw the 

actual body. 

We never even 

saw a coffin. 

Chuck: Really? 

Pauline: And then 

\ 

all the controversy 

surfaced about the coroner, 

who we [seemingly groundlessly] 

understand was paid off by the 

media to say that he died of AIDS. 

Chuck: Have you ever thought 

about maybe a conspiracy 

between, say, the lawyer, Liberace 

and maybe the sister? 

Pauline: Well, I really have never 

thought about that. 

Bob: Look...when you saw him, 

how was this person breathing? 

Was he breathing normally? 

Pauline: Was he smoking? 

Chuck: I can’t really remember. 

Pauline: Because we know for a 

fact that he had emphysema the 

last two years ofhis life from 

heavy smoking.... 

Bob: The last few performances, 

they had an oxygen tent offstage, 

and between ovations and 

programs he would rush out there 

and take in some oxygen.,. .In 

other words, if you saw' a man 

wTho was breathing normally after 

climbing or exerting, it probably 

wouldn’t be him. 

Chuck: Well, you know, I’m sure 

he took the elevator to the top, 

Pauline: That's true, you wouldn't 

get out of breath with that. 

Bob: How old would you say this 

man looked that you saw? 

Chuck: He looked in his sixties. 

Bob: He would have been about 

70 or 71 at the time that you saw 

him. Would this have been a 70- 

year-old man? 

Chuck: It could have been. 

Bob: Did his face look a little, 

maybe, tight, [as if he’d had] facial 
uplifts or something? 

Chuck: Yeah, it did, that’s— 

Pauline: He did have minor 

surgery on his face. 

Bob: And the eyes began to— 

Pauline: —get narrow. 

Chuck: You mentioned someone 

who...was positive he was still 

living? 

Pauline: This lady was of the 

opinion that he was imprisoned in 

a warehouse and he’s not dead. 

Chuck: Did she ever see him? 

Pauline: No, You're probably the 

only one. A lot of people have had 

dreams about him, you know, 

myself included_Since you 

phoned me, I thought about this 

all along.,.,You want to toss this 

thing to one side, this can’t be 

true, but the more you talk about 

it, you know, it makes you think, 

—Logan Ward and Dean King 
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On the streets 
oF Europe, 

the dream lives. 

and Dance. 

Get your ticket to ride today, 
cal 77o<gf^ds7By?. (2121 307-4100 

Previews Begin March 25 * Opens April 15 
MinskoFF Theatre, Broadway and 45th Street 
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George Bush and Af Lewis? 

and Lome Michaels? Richard Barman 

Meet the Nobelists! This Month's Question: 

If you were trapped on Gilligan's 

David H. Hubei, 1931 Nobel Prize in Medicine: “You could send 

up smoke signals, or if you had any electronic equipment, you 

could try to assemble something that would transmit_I sup¬ 

pose [you could] try to get off on some sort of raft. It would 

depend on how far the land is.,,.Are you in the middle of the 

ocean, with hundreds of miles between you and any shore? Fd 

certainly think it over before I started swimming/' 

Val Fitch, 1930 Nobel Prize in Physics; "[My escape] depends on 

the circumstances on which I was trapped. You mean, just iso¬ 

lated on an island somewhere,. .so the options are to build a 

boat and to go where you want to go? Of course, one can al¬ 

ways use the stars and the sun to navigate, so that’s not a 
* 

problem....[Building a boat] depends on the materials avail¬ 

able,... What are you giving me? If you’re giving me just 

sand, then there’s a problem, because I wouldn't have any¬ 

thing concrete to make a concrete canoe. If one has trees, then 

you make dugout canoes, just like the Polynesians. [But] now 

you have to make a fire. One might be able to start a fire, and 

then you can burn out a log. One time in my life I started a 

fire by twirling some twigs,...I m a survival type/' 

Donaldi J, Cram, 1987 Nohel Prize m Chemistry: Td look around 

to see what matetials would be available to start fires, , . .One 

would be with flint, if you had anything that would generate a 

spark., and the other is simply to use friction, as you do by tak¬ 

ing a piece of wood and hollowing it out and then taking an¬ 

other piece of wood that is slender.. .and coiling it around some 

string and then pulling on it and rotating one with the other. 

This is the way I did it when I was a Boy Scout. That was part 

of a merit badge l got. I'm 72, and I ride a surfboard. By virtue 

of surfing, I've been around the ocean a lot. I feel comfortable 

with the interface between land and ocean.,..! have some 

feeling for currents. You can tell a little bit, now 

and then, about how distant a landmass is 

from backwash waves,...Some of 

the ancient people that navigated 

were able to use that sometimes 

in navigation/' 

Kenneth J. Arrow, 1972 
Nobel Prize in Economics; . 
'Ah, that's a good ques¬ 

tion. I think I’d try to 

rely on signals to passing 

ships and airplanes. [1 don't 

know Morse code], but 1 

think Fd learn fast/' 

—Gregg 
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Special Guests 

DAISY EAGAN 
CAY MEM'S CHORUS 

JOEL CREY 

Special G u € s t s 

LINDA LAVIN 
PATTI LuPONE 

Friday, March 27,1992 7:30 pm 
Madison Square Garden 

Information212 337-1913 7?oa=f212 3 07-7171 uiisoiiim 212 465-6741 
”. <.l,4ll i-fl ~ 1 ■ f>-—r 

Alt proceeds will benefit Gay Men's Health Crisis (GMHC). Founded ten years ago, GMHC is the radon's oldest and largest AIDS organization 
providing direct services for men, women and children with AIDS in New York City, and education and advocacy worldwide, 
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Tllis month Dan Quayle 

photographs his new best friend, a 

gaggle of despots loosen up a little, and 

we say farewell to two very large 

mammals, Plus: royals! 

The Duchess of York and 

Princess Anne at two different 

Rd ex-connected events 
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Clockwise from top teft1 barbecue whir 

Saddam Hussein and pals get ready to 

chow; Fide! Castro waits for his pitch; 

Syrian president Hafiz Assad plays 

Ping-Pong; Mu'ammar Qaddafi takes 

time out to smell the flowers. 
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tf/ocAriWse from 

top /eft, Romania's 

Nicotae Ceaufesct] 

plays a video 

game as his wife, 

Elena, looks on; 

Chilean president 

Auguste Pinochet 

pumps iron; King 

Hussein of Jordan 

in a go-cart; 

Benito Mussolini 

prepares to sled. 
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1,025-pound Walter Hudson at the Gospel 

' Blessing Center injtajisevelt. New York 
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HOW DID A 
FORMER CIA MAN 

TAKE OVER A TRIBE 
OF IMPOVERISHED 

INDIANS NEAR 
PALM SPRINGS? 

WHY HAS AN 
EXECUTION-STYLE 

TRIP L E^MURPER ON 
THE RESERVATION 
GONE UNSOLVED? 
AND WHAT DOES_ 

THIS HAVE TO 
DO WITH CONTRAS, 

SAUDI PRINCES, 
CONSPIRACY 

INVESTIGATORS AND 
THE FOREIGN 

POLICY OF THE 
UNITED STATES? 

ILLUSTRATION »T ALtTHA R E P P E L 

The people who live in and around 

the little towns of the Coachella 

Valley of southern Catifornia—Tndio, 

Mecca, Thermal—have come to appreciate that 

they live in a land of illusion. Heat that rises from 

the baked earth distorts the way things look. 

Mountains that appear to be nearby are hundreds of 

miles away* The temperaturej the scrub brush, the 

rattlesnakes and the great barren expanse tel! you 

that you are in the desert, but just five feet btdow 

the surface an enormous pool of water percolates. 

Last year, Danny Casolaro, a reporter who was 

working on a story about the theft of a sophisticated 

computer program (what has come to be known as 

the Inslaw case), made plans to go to the 

Coachella Valley to pursue his investigation. Before 

he could go, he was found dead, an apparent 

suicide* One theory says that in the face of the 

complex material he grew despondent and killed 

himself Another says he was murdered, We don't 

have the answer to that mystery, nor do we yet have 

a full picture of the great conspiracy Casolaro called 
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When asked how the tiny, ragtag tribe could 
get a contract to secure the safety of a Saudi prince, 

Nichols told SPY, “I know a lot of people” 
die Octopus * which he said encompassed In slaw and 

the October Surprise, But after a three-month 

investigation of our own, we do now understand one 

extraordinary part of this story; in future issues we 

will present more. 

In 1978, 12 years before Casolaro began focusing on 

the Coachella Valley, an expert at applying for 

government grants arrived there from Florida. He had 

come to advise the Indian tribes of the desert on how to 

get government money. He was Dr* John Philip Nichols, 

and this land of illusion was the perfect place for him: 

The grandfatherly-looking Nichols was not what he said 

he was then, and he is not what he says he is now, 

Nichols represented himself as a published expert on 

socio-health and economic-development planning "; he 

said he had been active in this field, in both the United 

States and South America, for more than 25 years. His 

eleven-page resume said he had spent more than 20 years 

working for Pro Plan International, an economic- 

development firm. It also said he had been a labor 

organizer, had managed a Coca-Cola operation in South 

America and was an ordained minister and a Ph.D, 

Nichols must have made a good impression when he 

arrived, because he was immediately hired to administer 

the health-insurance fund of the Morongo Indians, one of 

the desert tribes* His relationship with the Morongos, 

however, was brief; they claimed he hadn't delivered the 

services he'd promised. But Nichols got a second chance, 

for he had also favorably impressed Joe Benitez, the 

tribal chairman of the Cabazon Band of Mission Indians 

of Indio, California. 

In 1978 the Cabazons consisted of fewer than 30 

people, only a few of whom lived near the Cabazons1 

three-square-mile reservation. None of them lived on the 

reservation, which is arid and barren and divided into 

three physically separate parcels, two of which abut a 

spur of the Southern Pacific Railroad, the third lying 

eleven miles distant. 

Benitez, a poorly educated but decent man who had 

worked his entire life at menial jobs, was hopeful about 

what Nichols might do* After a series of meetings in 

which Benitez and Nichols were joined by three other 

Cabazons—among them Art Welmas, a then-alcoholic 

who would succeed Benitez as tribal chairman—Nichols 

was hired. Before long, the Bureau of Indian Affairs 

announced that it had awarded the Cabazons $10,000 to 

pay for the services of a consultant—Dr. John Philip 

Nichols—to develop tribal-management skills. It was as 

though the desert had bloomed. The Cabazons were 

astonished that this roly-poly white man had actually 

been able to help them. 11 We were so desperate,'" Welmas 

explains, “that when we got the $10,000, we just 

ignored [his] trouble with the Morongos. 

Within months, Nichols was making the tribe's 

important decisions for them* Although he could not 

officially run che tribe, which only a Cabazon was 

permitted to do, Nichols became its administrator* 

From this position he was able to control an entity that, 

according to legal precedent based on the Indian 

Reorganization Act of 1934, was practically its own 

nation, with its own laws and territory. The ragtag 

Cabazons thought they had found a savior; John Nichols 

had certainly found more than that. He moved his family 

to Indio and began to talk about building a business 

empire. 

Unfortunately for the Cabazons, none of them was in a 

position to double-check Nichols's resume. Whether he 

earned a master beer brewers certificate in 1947 can't be 

confirmed, but according to the Phikthea Theological 

Seminary, which he Lists as his alma mater, Nichols does 

not have a Ph.D. Nor, of course, does the resume 

mention that in 1959* the union man Nichols was 

arrested in Milwaukee for mishandling Teamster funds, 

or that in 1964, he was arrested in Washington, D.C., on 

a fugitive warrant. “I took the fall for HofFa and his 

friends,” Nichols says now of the first case, “but nothing 

came of it anyway. " Indeed, the charges were later 

dismissed. He denies that the second arrest happened. 

He is lying about this, though he has a good reason for 

thinking he can get away wTith it. If one asks about 

Nichols's history at the National Crime Information 

Center, the federal bureau that maintains a 

comprehensive record of arrests, one finds no record lor 

John Philip Nichols* Interpol records in London, 

however, list both arrests. Either there has been a serious 

clerical error or Nichols has powerful connections with 

people in a position to have had his U.S* record expurgated, 

OR A WHILE AFTER THE INITIAL GRANT, 

there was little cash coming in to the tribe, 

Th is did not seem to concern Nichols. 

"The doctor always had money,1' says Wei mas, who 

became tribal chairman after Nichols pressured Benitez 

into resigning. Where and how he got it was always a 
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mystery/7 But soon enough, 

Nichols began building his 

business empire. One scheme 

involved selling tax-free 

cigarettes. Reasoning that the 

sovereign Cabazons were not 

subject to stare or federal 

taxes, Nichols bought a sec¬ 

ondhand trailer and began op¬ 

erating a tax-free mail-order 

cigarette company on the 

reservation. The business, 

which sold cartons for as little 

as $8, was an incredible suc¬ 

cess. In the trailer, which had 

no air-conditioning, about ten 

people, not all of them 

Cabazons, worked all day 

filling orders. It is a measure of their 

poverty that Welmas says, with evident 

excitement, "We must have been mak¬ 

ing $ 100 a week" 

After two years, Nichols began sell¬ 

ing tax-free liquor as well, but in 1983, 

the stare of California sued the Cabazon 

businesses to recover the unpaid taxes, 

and won, However, neither California 

nor the federal government received any 

of the money they said was owed them. 

Where it all went is a mystery; the 

Cabazons, apart from meager salaries, 

received none of it. 

Meanwhile, Nichols had more on his 

mind than cigarettes. 

Dances With Spooks: John Philip 
Nichols, second front left, and 
tribal chairman Art Welmas, 

center, with members of the tribe 

Location, Location, Location: 

Above, Nichols's empire; below, 

the new electricity plant 

ing the course of all this talk 

over the years, many people 

have heard him boast about 

knowing people in high 

places, and about his work 

with the CIA, including his 

participation in assassination 

attempts on Castro in Cuba 

and Allende in Chile, 

Nichols now denies ever 

having made such state¬ 

ments; I’m just a simple so¬ 

cial worker/" he says. Be that 

as it may, Nichols must 

know somebody, SPY has ob¬ 

tained confidential corre¬ 

ONE DOESN'T NEED TO SPEND 

much time with John 

Nichols to realize that he 

likes to talk, A former friend says 

Nichols calks “like he was an expert on 

everything. His wife would tell him to 

hush because he talked too much,’1 Dur¬ 

spondence that indicates 

Nichols has wide-ranging 

contacts in the world of 

spooks, operatives and 

government officials. One can 

believe, with a wink and a 

chuckle, that a tribe of 

unsophisticated, dirt-poor 

desert Indians and a career 

social worker may have got 

mixed up in a harebrained 

cigarette scheme. It's 

something else again to 

accept the idea of that social 

worker's engaging his captive 

Indian tribe in the 

manufacture of air-fuel 

explosives and sophisticated 

firearms, or in providing security for a 

Saudi Arabian prince. And yet, at 

various points between 19/9 and 1984, 

Nichols tried to get the tribe involved 

in those very enterprises. 

Much of this activity was supposed 

to have been accomplished as the result 

of joint ventures between the Cabazons 

and the $600-million-a-year Wackenhut 

Corporation, a security company based 

in Coral Gables, Florida. George 

Wackenhut, who founded the company 

in 1954, is a former FBI gym 

instructor. Many of the company s top 

executives are veterans of the FBI and 

CIA. Among its corporate directors are 

former FBI director Clarence Kelley; 

Frank Carl tied, former secretary of 

Defense and CIA deputy director; 

General Joseph Carrol, former director 

of the Defense Intelligence Agency; and 

James J. Rowley, former director of the 

U.S. Secret Service. Its outside counsel 

before 1981 was William Casey, Ronald 

Reagan s campaign 

chairman and his director of 

the CIA. The company 

operates in the U.S. and 39 

foreign countries and at one 

time had more than 1- 

miilion files on individuals 

here and abroad. 

We don’t know 

everything that happened on 

the reservation, and we can t 

yet explain why everything 

happened as it did. But we 

have obtained a cache of 

confidential documents that 

disclose a range of activities 
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more characteristic of a major international corporation 

than of a 25-member desert Indian tribe. Consider: 

* In a letter to Nichols dated August 1, 1980, Robert 

Kirk, president of Wackenbut's international subsidiary, 

agreed that Wackenhut would “conduct a survey of 

Crown Prince Fabd's palace in Tiaf, Saudi Arabia, for the 

purposes of developing a complete security system.” The 

reason Kirk was writing to Nichols is that the Cabazons, 

strangely, were engaged in a joint venture with the 

Saudis. “Cabazon has provided Wackenhut with the 

plans of the palace at Tiaf,' a related document reads. 

Wackenhut s fee was $90,650, which included the cost of 

Wackenhut representatives1 meeting with “you and your 

client1' in Saudi Arabia. When Nichols was asked how 

this inexperienced band of American Indians could get a 

contract to secure the safety of a prince in Saudi Arabia, 

he would say only, ,lI know a lot of people. ' 

* According to Nichols, in early 1980 a computer- 

programming expert and “scientific genius" was 

dispatched to the reservation by Wackenhut. His name 

was Michael Riconosciuto; Nichols described him as “an 

important asset to that company,” Perhaps he was, but he 

had also been a drug dealer. On October 4, 1972, less 

than a month after being arrested by federal agents on 

charges of manufacturing PCP and LSD, he was arrested 

by Seattle police for breaking into the home of one of his 

drug suppliers. Records show, oddly enough, that he was 

"convictedP1 of grand larceny the same day and gi ven a 

15-year sentence, On the very next day, his sentence was 

suspended; no doubt he had agreed to become an 

informer. As in the case of Nichols, his convictions have 

been expunged by LT.S. authorities, though his criminal 

history is still in Interpol's files. Earlier this year, 

Riconosciuto was convicted in federal court in Seattle, 

again on drug charges. From his prison cell he has 

claimed, often but not always credibly, to have been 

involved in the Ins law case and in rhe October 

Surprise conspiracy. He may have been. But the 

interesting question is, what was he doing on the 

Cabazon reservation in 1980? Why was a convicted drug 

dealer working for Wackenhut? 

■ In 1979, Nichols met Peter Zokosky, the husband of 

the mayor of Indio, Zukosky had been president of 

Arm tech, an ammunition manufacturer, and Nichols 

recruited him to help in the development of what he 

thought would become Cabazon Arms, an arms 

manufacturer that would be a joint venture between the 

Indians and Wackenhut. Zokosky’s dealings with 

Nichols have not proved altogether happy. “I have found 

myself involved with drug dealers, schemers, contras and 

murderers," he says. During the course of his 

involvement with Nichols, a number of curious projects 

were contemplated and researched. Prominent among 

these was the construction of a weapons factory on the 

reservation. In 1981, Zokosky accompanied Nichols and 

A, Robert Frye, a Wackenhut vice president, on a trip to 

Quebec to discuss the Cabazon-Wackenhut purchase of 

Valley field Chemical Products Corporation, which makes 

weapons propellants, for $18 million. (That deal fell 

through after the Canadian government objected.) 

Zokosky, Frye and Nichols also traveled to New Jersey, 

Indiana and Washington, D,C., to arrange for the 

manufacture of combustible cartridge cases and 300 pairs 

of night-vision goggles. 

Bob Frye's internal memorandum to his superiors at 

Wackenhut says the goggles were for sale to the 

government of Guatemala, but Zokosky disputes this. 

He clearly recalls that the goggles were intended for the 

Nicaraguan contra guerrillas. One reason this fact is so 

cleat in his mind is that on the evening of September 10, 

1981, he, along with Nichols, Riconosciuto and 

Nichols's bodyguard, a Vietnam vet named Jimmy 

Hughes, watched a demonstration of the goggles1 efficacy 

at a police firing range in Lake Cahuilla, California. The 

demonstration, which lasted about two hours, was held 

for the benefit of three customers. Zokosky and others 

present say the men were Nicaraguan contras and that 

one of them was Eden Pastora, the contra known as 

Commander Zero* 

The Cabazons1 interest in armaments was 

longstanding. On May 12, 1983, the Cabazons wrote a 

letter to La France Specialties, a San Diego company that 

makes sophisticated weapons, to discuss, again, building 

a factory on the reservation. “We need know-how from 

an organization engaged in the manufacturing of 

armaments of various types, all consisting of technology 

not currently found on the marketplace," the letter says. 

The next day. La France was sent a second letter, which 

listed the initial items to be manufactured: a 9mm 

machine pistol, an assault rifle with laser sighting, a 

long-distance sniper rifle with a one-mile-plus range, a 

portable rocket system, a night-vision scope and a 

battlefield communication system 'that cannot be 

detected by current technology. ' This appeared to be a 
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matter of some urgency; the letter said 

they wanted to manufacture most of 

these items within 90 days, 

Why did the Cabazons want to 

build such sophisticated weapons in 

such a hurry? The answer may have 

something to do with the fact that on 

May 13, the day after the first letter 

went to La France, a House intelligence 

committee passed HR 2760, a bill that 

would have extended restrictions on 

helping the contras. At that time, the 

Boland Amendment prohibited the 

CIA and the Defense Department from 

arming the anti-Sand in ista guerrillas; 

this new bill would have prohibited all 

government intelligence agencies and 

entities from helping the contras—in¬ 

cluding, significantly, the White 

Houses National Security Council and 

Colonel Oliver North. 

Why would Wackenhut want to be in¬ 

volved with the Cabazons? Knowledgeable 

observers suggest rwo reasons. First, the 

joint Cabazon-'Wackenhut entity would be 

permitted to bit! tor government contracts 

that had been set aside for members of mi¬ 

nority groups, and indeed, Nichols 

confirms that that happened. Second, deal¬ 

ing with the Cabazons might allow Wack¬ 

enhut certain liberties it did not enjoy on 

its own. To sell weapons to foreign cus¬ 

tomers, Wackenhut would have needed an 

export license from the ITS, government. 

It would be a simple enough matter 

to obtain the license ro sell to foreign 

governments and recognized dealers, 

but if Wackenhut wanted to sell to 

the contras, or to the right-wing 

ARENA party in El Salvador, no li¬ 

censes were available. If, on the other 

hand, Wackenhut arranged the sale 

through its partners, the Cabazons— 

a sovereign entity on sovereign 

land—well, char might be a different 

story, At least, one could argue that 

in court. 

ew Cabazons Ques¬ 

tioned Nichols's di¬ 

rection. Most were 

too unsophisticated, and besides, 

why argue with success? But one of 

them, Fred Alvarez, suspected that 

Nichols was mismanaging the tribe's 

money and became an outspoken 

critic. He knew this was dangerous 

business. “My life is on the line,” Al¬ 

varez told the Indio Daily News in June 

1981. There are people out there [on 

the reservation] who want to kill me.” 

'At first my brother was parr of 

Nichols's inner circle," says Linda 

Streeter, Alvarez's sister, ’but when 

[he] opposed some of his schemes, they 

started sending him on trips. In early 

June [1981] they sent Fred to Denver 

to attend a conference. ‘ She says that 

while he was at the conference, 

someone offered him a large amount of 

money to carry drugs back. Alvarez 

refused. “When he got off the plane,” 

she says, 'the police grabbed him, 

threw him spread-eagle against a car 

and searched him and his bags.” 

Alvarez's mother, Phyllis, recalls that 

only Nichols and his son John Paul 

knew that Alvarez had gone to Denver. 

“[Fred] told me that he was sure Nichols 

was going to get rid of him for good, his 

sister says. 

After this, Alvarez stepped up his 

campaign against Nichols, but he didn't 

do much to protect himself On the 

morning of July 1, 1981, Alvarez was 

scheduled to meet with an attorney and 

former chairman Joe Benitez to discuss 

how to oust Nichols from the reservation. 

When Benitez arrived at Alvarez’s Rancho 

Mirage home, he came upon a grisly scene. 

The body of Fred Alvarez was slumped in 

a wooden chair, He had been shoe once in 

the temple. The bodies of his 

girlfriend and another friend were 

nearby, similarly executed. 

Almost eleven years later, this 

triple homicide remains unsolved. In 

interviews, law-enforcement officials 

familiar with the case say the police 

conducted “a lousy investigation.” 

They say one of the detectives 

assigned to the case was going on 

vacation in two days and conducted a 

cursory inquiry. The officials also say 

the detective was friendly with 

Nichols* 

For the next three years, the 

investigation languished. In 1984, 

however, Jimmy Hughes, Nichols’s 

bodyguard, told Indio police officials 

he had acted as Nichols s bagman for 

the Alvarez murders. Hughes told 

the police that after the murders, 

Nichols and two of his sons, John 

Paul and Mark, counted out $5,000 

in front of him and told him to 

Agitator Fred Alva rex 
wonted Nichols and 

Wackenhut out; his murder 
remains unsolved. 

Above, police videotaped 
Nichols on his way to hire 
hit men; below, Nichols 

shortly after his arrest 
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deliver the money to two men in Idyllwild, a nearby 

town. The money, Hughes said, was the balance owed for 

the murder of Alvarez, 

After Hughes spoke to the police, he was interviewed 

by the FBI and offered a spot in the witness-protection 

program, which he refused. Instead, he went on the run, 

hiding out until a deal could be arranged with the 

Riverside County district attorney, who gave Hughes 

immunity. After testifying on videotape, Hughes held a 

press conference, during which he made a startling 

accusation; 'Nichols admitted to me the ordering of the 

Alvarez murder. He stated there was a U.S*- 

government covert action_Pressures from unknown 

Washington, D C., government agencies have caused a 

possible shutdown of this case." 

Hughes also told reporters why he declined the FBI's 

offer to participate in the witness-protection program: 

"Nichols has made a deal with the FBI through the 

Wackenhut Corporation,1 he said. Possibly., .he 

himself has been protected by the FBI/' He said the 

plan was to manufacture arms that were going to be 

shipped to Central America, and that Alvarez was 

interfering with that scheme. He said he believed that 

the government was connected to Wackenhut, but he 

couldn't comment further ’without endangering other 

peoples lives. He mentioned in particular a deal Nichols 

was arranging to broker arms for contra leader Raul 

Arana, who was going to lead an invasion of Nicaragua. 

He also maintained that the investigation of the Alvarez 

murders had been impeded by "an agency out of 

Washington, D.C/’ Pressed for specifics, he said, ‘The 

FBI is small potatoes compared to the agency. 

After Hughes came forward, Patrick Kennealiy, an 

investigator for the Riverside County D.A., sought to 

pursue these allegations. First Kenneally was 

inexplicably transferred off the case. Then, when he 

continued the investigation on his own, he received a 

death threat. He soon quit the force and moved to the 

Midwest, 

Since then, the murder case has gone nowhere. Asked 

if he had seen the videotape of Hughes’s testimony, one 

current Riverside County law-enforcement official told 

me this winter, “I've been meaning to get around to 

that." Today Jimmy Hughes lives in hiding in South 

America. 

Alvarez was murdered around the time that Nichols, 

Zokosky and Wackenhut s Frye were on their tour of 

munitions installations. Zokosky told SPY the trio spent 

six days in Canada, ostensibly to discuss the Valley field 

deal, but very little happened. "I felt like they were 

stalling,1' he says, "We had no meetings scheduled/' His 

patience exhausted, Zokosky returned home. The 

following morning, Alvarez was found murdered, 

Nichols returned to Indio the next day, Zokosky went to 

the Cabazon offices to tell Nichols about Alvarez’s 

murder. "Nichols seemed unaffected, like he already 

knew',’ Zokosky says. “He dialed a number and asked for 

Bob Frye, Alvarez has been murdered/ he said into the 

phone a few seconds later. After another few seconds, 

Nichols said, 'Okay, so long/ and hung up/' At the 

time, Peter Zokosky could not understand Nichols’s 

equanimity. 

A decade has passed since the killings, but their 

lesson remains clear. When John James, the current 

tribal chairman, explained the concept of tribal 

sovereignty to me, he chose an interesting example: 

'The police are jealous of us* We can do whatever we 

want here. We can shoot or kill somebody here, and 

they can’t do anything about it.” 

IN THE YEARS SINCE THE ALVAREZ MURDERS, 

Nichols’s amazing business ventures have 

continued. In 19S3 the Cabazons were given 

clearance to manufacture weapons by the Department of 

Defense, Also that year, Nichols held discussions with 

Stormont Laboratories, a company based in Woodlawn, 

California, that performs genetic engineering, about 

developing and manufacturing a biological-weapons 

detector on the reservation. Later, Nichols wrote to Dr. 

Harry Fair, a leading propulsion-technology expert, 

describing the "reservation s ability to manufacture a 

9mm {submachine gun} at a cost of $75 per gun. The 

weapon... meets all the needs of the small, poor 

democracy.” 

The Cabazons have gone into ventures of their own as 

well. In March 1983 the tribe opened a bingo parlor on 

the reservation. One source of capital was a $90,000 

grant from the Department of Housing and Urban 

Development, which had been awarded to enable the 

Cabazons to build a museum* Soon after, the state 

accused the Cabazons of violating California's gambling 

laws. Nichols cook the case to the Supreme Court, and 

the Cabazons won* Today there is gambling on Indian 

reservations in 19 states; Nichols’s dream of exploiting a 
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tribe s sovereign-nation status has been authorized by 

the highest court in the land. 

Jimmy Smits 
as Alvarez 

Gene Hackman 
as Connolly 

Mason Adams as 
William Casey 

Cher as 
little Feather 

Christopher Lloyd as 
_ Riconosciuto 

and Erik Estrada 
as Commander Zero 

fter Nichols's wife died in 1984* the 

simple social worker, then 60 years old, 

took up with a 27-year-old girlfriend. 

This romance had its problems* in particular the 

woman s addiction to heroin, Nichols, who claims to be 

a drug counselor and a licensed hypnotherapist, took a 

very radical approach to her treatment: He tried to hire 

a local thug to kill the people he 

believed were supplying her with 

drugs. 

Unfortunately for Nichols* the 

woman with whom he tried to ar¬ 

range the killings was an under¬ 

cover police informer who was 

wearing a wire. Police tapes 

recorded Nichols nonchalantly say¬ 

ing* “I'll pay 500 and 500"—chat 

is, $500 for each of two murders. 

Nichols said he didn't care how the 

murders were committed* and he 

broached che possibility of future 

assignments. *'I need some work 

done in Latin America*” he said. 'I 

do a lor of business down there/ 

He also suggested that the killer 

move to Las Vegas and "not free¬ 

lance, but work out a guaranteed 

income." 

Nichols was arrested in January 

1985 and charged with soliciting 

the murder of five people, But the 

case, oddly, never came to trial, de¬ 

spite the unequivocal tape-record¬ 

ed evidence. The Riverside County 

district attorney accepted a most 

unusual plea to a murder-conspira¬ 

cy case: Nichols pleaded no contest 

to two counts and was sentenced to 

four years. He served 18 months. 

Today, John Nichols's only official 

connection to the reservation is as 

mental-health counselor to Cab- 

azon employees. 

m ITH NICHOLS IN 

prison, manage- 

mm mm ment of the Nichols-Cabazon 

empire was turned over to his 30-year-old son John 

Paul* who expanded the family business. Equipped 

with an M.B.A. from Claremont College (his 

studies were underwritten by the Cabazons), John Paul 

began construction of a 30,000-square-foot 

casino—bingo half He also closed a deal with the 

Colmac Corporation to build a $150 million power 

plant on part of the reservation, which was completed 

last year. Not one of the plants 60 jobs has been filled 

by an Indian. 

In 1990, John Paul passed the reins to his younger 

brother Mark. The old man was not eligible to resume 

control* since his felony conviction precluded any 

involvement with legal gambling. Apparently, the 

authorities are willing to overlook, or perhaps do not 

know* that Mark was convicted of the sale and 

possession of cocaine and LSD in Florida in 1978* for 

which he served six months in jail. 

In 1985, Mark Nichols married 

Virginia Welmas, a tribe member 

who is not related to Art Welmas. 

Mrs. Nichols is now treasurer and 

secretary of the Cabazon Business 

Committee. Not to be outdone by 

his father and brother* Mark has 

also shown some entrepreneurial 

oomph. Two years ago he opened a 

pari-mutuel offtrack-betting parlor 

on the reservation, which he got 

HUD to pay for. 

There was a little controversy 

last spring, when former chairman 

An Wei mas* together with Fred 

Alvarez's sister, Linda Streeter* 

intended to oust the Nicholses at a 

tribal meeting. Armed guards 

prevented Streeter and Welmas 

from entering the meeting; instead 

of having their accusations 

discussed, they were accused of 

talking to the press* and Linda was 

accused of stealing food from the 

tribe—namely, two Cokes, At the 

urging of Mark Nichols, the tribe 

voted to expel Streeter and Welmas 

for 20 and 10 years* respectively, 

and fine them $50,000 each, Today, 

Streeter lives in hiding outside 

California. An effort to evict 

Welmas from his home was nor 

successful. “The Nicholses wanted 

me off," he says, but he refused to 

go. "I rold them I d shoot them 

dead if they came into my house. 

This is my land. This is Indian 

land/' 

According to Mark Nichols, the 

reservation s revenues this year should amount to about 

$32 million. He seemed very pleased to tell me that 

last year, every member of the tribe received $35,000. 

He neglected to say, however, that the $35,000 

disbursement was a onetime payment* handed out 

because the state had bought a piece of reservation land. 

In January of this year, as usual, each member of the 

tribe received a share of the profits. They got $150 

apiece. } 
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YOU PROBABLY THINK jUUA ROBERTS 

and Bruce Willis (you know, Bruno) 

and Michelle Pfeiffer and Meryl 

hang only with other movie stars, 

but I used to see them all the time, 

1 know Cher from Vail, 

Patrick Swayze from New 

York, Me! Gibson from 

London, You probably 

also think big stars are 

the only people Fox and 

Warners fly first-class all 

over the country and the 

world, putting them up 

in ultra-pricey hotels like 

EE CHAMPAGNE? LIMOS? THE PLAZA? 
E SWAYZEMAN AND MERYL STUPID 

■ ■< 
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the Four Seasons in Beverly Hills or 

The Plaza in New York (which, by 

the way. Trump has ruined) and 

paying for the limos and the 

champagne by the pool and the $21 

room-service cheeseburgers. But it's 

not only scars who live like this on 

the studios' dime—it's also the 

journalists who write about them. 

And in a wray, being a reporter is 

much better than being a movie star: 

Movie stars have to talk to reporters. 

The reason reporters can live the 

all-expenses-paid high life is a strange 

institution known to the movie 

business as the press junket. Without 

press junkets, you would never read 

that up-dose-and-personal profile of 

Melanie Griffith in your local 

newspaper, or see that exclusive 

interview with Steve Martin on the 

late news. The press junket is a 

manic publicity event that in a 

single two- or three-day spree will 

produce more than 100 interviews 

with a single star. For television, a 

makeshift studio with two cameras 

is set up, and each reporter gees 
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about six minutes with the principals of a film* Print reporters sit at a table 

with eight or nine other journalists and are given about 20 minutes with 

each subject. None of the stories that result from a junket will describe the 

actual circumstances of the interview; they will all suggest that the reporters 

had a relaxed, intimate chat with the star. As Tom Hanks said when I once 

managed talk to him alone during a press trip, "No one ever says, 'Tom was 

brought to this hotel that he's never been to before for the specific purpose of 

sitting in one place and answering the same questions over and over and over 

again/ " The insane assembly-line nature of the event is only part of the 

story, however; to the reporters, it's by far the most inconsequential part. 

When they fly the press to meet the stars, the studios pay for everything. 

"Enclosed please find your [first-class] airline ticket and a tentative itinerary 

for the Fabulous Baker Boys junker in Los Angeles/' reads a letter I received 

from 20th Century Fox during the recent 20 months I spent as an 

entertainment reporter for the Chicago Sun-Times. "When you arrive.. .please 

ALL FOR ASKING JULIA AND 

SOFTBALL QUESTIONS? YES! CHARLIE SHEEN, TOO. 
take a taxi to the Four Seasons Hotel* * .and check in 

at the Fox Hospitality Suite to...be reimbursed for 

your cab fare. Please note that,..Fox will incur all 

room, tax, and room service charges." Noted. Only 

on a junket will you see reporters actually fighting 

one another for the check at the hotel bar—as soon 

as somebody signs, the bill simply disappears. 

Reporters on a press trip never go out for dinner 

except when the studio hosts a group expedition to 

some fabulously stylish and expensive restaurant. 

Otherwise, rhey stay in their rooms, racking up 

pay-per-view-movie charges and ordering the entire 

room-service menu. Strangely enough, the stories 

the reporters write are always very positive. 

Since Shirley (MacLaine) was playing Caesars 

(Palace), the junket for Postcards {frovi the Edge) was held in (Las) 

Which means Meryl Streep once spent a weekend in Las Vegas. Over one 

dizzying afternoon, Shirley, Meryl, Richard Drey fuss, Dennis Quaid, Mike 

Nichols and Carrie Fisher all stopped by my table. The event was so large, 

even Gene Siskel attended (bigshots such as Siskel and Roger Ebert are 

naturally given private time with stars and thus can avoid press trips). 

I still have the tapes of that day, when Shirley talked about Warren 

(“I think [working with him] would be terrific, [but] a love scene would be 

difficult* Fd probably say, fUh-uh—that’s not the way I like it ’’), and Meryl 

anticipated losing the lead in the now-shelved Eiita to Madonna (“I can sing 
better than she can”), and Richard and Carrie and Dennis talked about 

drinking and drugs, and Mike calked about Eastern Europe. At the end of it 

all, a writer from New York clasped his hands together and said, without 

irony, "I ll be running stories on this movie for a solid month!11 

Never let it be said that the stars do not suffer for their publicity as well 

as their att. Since I was a reporter for a Chicago daily, I was frequently 

allowed to conduct brief one-on-one interviews* I sometimes used this 

opportunity to ask a star his or her feelings about junkets* Michelle Pfeiffer 

stuck her tongue out. Julia Roberts said they were a 'fucking drag*" Carrie 

Fisher threw herself on the floor and screamed. 

I admit 1 was personally responsible for making a junket unpleasant for 

Glenn Close. About ten reporters were interviewing her when she was 
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Vegas. 
Top, two actors; bottom. 

Spike Lee withstands the pain of 
being the center of attention. 

promoting her unforgettable film 

Immediate Family* For most of the 

session. Close was a warm, fuzzy, 

herbal-tea-sipping earth mother, 

pleasantly answering questions 

about her favorite movies, the joys 

of motherhood and the wonderful, 
wonderful soundtrack for the film. I 

then made a terrible faux pas. 

"Speaking of music," I said as 

naturally as I could, "you have an 

interesting background in that area. 

I understand you were with the 

group Lip With People for five 

years, and I was wondering if you 

could tell us about that experience/ 

The warm smile instantly gave 

way to a psychopathic stare. "I don't 

like talking about it/’ Close said. 



"In this day and age of labeling, 

forget it. fm not going to open 

myself up to that kind of shit." 

After Close bid us a frosty 

farewell, several of my tablemates, all 

fellow journalists, admonished me 

for my bad behavior. "I can't believe 

you did that," said one reporter. 

"So I can write your impressions/’ she said, 

"But you do understand the character, right? But I should describe it, 

then we re both in sync* He's the kind of guy that’s very much hooked on 

adrenaline, okay? You have gotten off the Tuinab haven’t you?” 

It was downhill from there. Asked about an upcoming project, 

Sheen said, "It s kind of a story of.. .of.. .What am J looking for? Throw 

something out. Anybody? Anyone? Throw something out/1 An imaginative 

reporter suggested "relationships,” to which Sheen replied, "Well* 

AS TO QUESTIONS ABOUT SINGING WITH THE 
"FORGET IT. I'M NOT GOING TO OPEN MYSELF 
"Everyone knows Glenn doesn't talk 

about Up With People. What’s 

wrong with you? You got her mad 

at us/' ! felt terrible, especially for 

Glenn, but I now realized that the 

restrictions publicists place on 

reporters questions-’You can't ask 

James Woods about Sean Young/1 

"You can t ask Bruce Willis about 

his family”—are really unnecessary; 

no one on a junket is going to ask 

anything unpleasant, anyway. 

Promoting Navy SEALs, Charlie 

Sheen posed a special challenge to 

the press. Instead of merely avoiding 

unpleasantness, reporters now had to 

covet it up actively. Sheen appeared 

at noon in a blue pinstripe suit and 

a yellow fedora, drinking something 

that looked an awful lot like a 
screwdriver. When an Italian 

reporter asked him to describe the 

character he was playing, this was his 

answer: “The character. Describe the 

character. You saw the movie. So 

why should I describe the character?” 

relationships, yeah, and,«.it's an education of the spirits.” His comment on 

the roles he gets was, "I am more comfortable killing than making love/' Later 

that day, Sheen was holding court in the hotel bar, buying drinks for everyone 

who stopped by—including reporters who were already getting drinks for free. 

Of course, practical ly none of the stories that came out several weeks later 

even mentioned Sheen s erratic behavior. His answers were cleaned up, and 

his bizarreness was rarely even mentioned. 

Charlie Sheen can almost be forgiven; responding to reporters during a 

junket might drive anyone mad. Here are some of the questions asked of 

Julia Roberts when she sat at my table doing publicity for Flatlinm* {The 

reporters were from the San Antonio Lightt USA Today, The Kansas City Star 

and The Miami Herald, among other publications.) 

Q; You got your hair cut? 

A: Yes, I did, 

Q: Do you go to bed at night saying, “/ still can't believe this, n or is it like every dream's 

come true? 

A: I don’t really ponder it a lot., 

Q: Do people recognize you all the time now? Have you found that part of it like 

Pretty Woman? 

A: Yeah..,, 
Q: Do they {strangers} sayf uWe loved you in the movie*? 

A: People have been really nice.. , . 

Q: Flatliners was a very thought-provoking movie for people. What are your 

thoughts? 

A: My thoughts were provoked..,* 

Q: Well\ this was a double delight.. ,1 guess> 'cause you had a director that you 

MY CHARACTER IS THE KIND OF GUY THAT' 

"Floor it!” Julia Roberts seems 
suspiciously good-humored as the press 
surrounds her car. 

SAID CHARLIE SHEEN. "YO 
loved\ a part that you loved\ and then you fell in love. Did it make the movie 

any better? Is it the best movie you've ever been on? Because of that romance? 

A: . * .It's nice,,., 

Gk Is it a little embarrassing to feel yourself flattered in print? When you're 

reading it, do you feel a little self-conscious or, you know\ that people are feeling 

about you in this way? 

A: Kind of, but not really.... 

Q: That's a nice ring 

A: Thank you.**, 

Q: How about/ust enjoying a film in an abstract way and looking at it over 

the years? 

A: ITve always been a real Katharine Hepburn fanatic.... 

01: Does music make you happy? What type of music? 

A: ...Elvis Costello_ 
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(k: Can l ask a question that's completely unrelated? When you were growing up, did 

you have a favorite toy? 

A: .. .My Winnie the Pooh bear_ 

Junkets may require journalists to sell their souls, bur to get a story like 

this, no cost is too great. 

The marketing, advertising and promotion budget for a major-studio 

movie may run as high as $50 million, and averages around $20 million. 

film company that if I showed up on 

the junket, not only would he not 

talk to me, he wouldn't talk to 

anyone and would in effect cancel 

the entire weekend, because I 

supposedly insulted his wife. 

Needless to say, I was disinvked 

from the Cocktail junket.'" 

ROUP "UP WITH PEOPLE/' GLENN CLOSE SAID. 

Cher enjoys quiet time in a serene 
setting, (The bench has a three-picture 

deal over at TriStar.) 

P TO THAT SHIT." 
Typ ically, about $200,000 will be spent on the press 

junket. That relatively small amount pays for scores, 

and sometimes hundreds, of puff-piece newspaper 

profiles and enthusiastic television interviews. To 

the studio, the journalists are nothing more or less 

than cogs in the publicity machine^a marketing 

executive at one major studio once blithely told the 

Chicago Tribune, "[The reporters] become important 

public-relations representatives, ' What’s really 

amazing is that this is how the reporters see them¬ 

selves. 

At a junket for FIX 2, a flack from Orion told a 

group of reporters that before she brought out Bryan 

Brown and Brian Dennehy, she wanted to convey a 

“personal’' message to the journalists, “Many of you 

were on the junkets for Dances With Wolves and Silence 

of the Lambs * and I want to let you know how grateful we are for all the great 

stories you did,’’ she chirped, "You were partially responsible for the success 

of those films! ” 

A journalist from Milwaukee turned to me and said, with utter 

earnestness, “It s nice to be appreciated like that, isn't it?” 

As a daily columnist, I never accept even a drink from a source. 

Entertainment journalists not only receive first-class airfare and free meals 

and hotel rooms but become pettish about it—almost as if they were owed 

something. For example, one junket tradition is the "freebie packet,1' which 

always includes a cool, not-available-to-the-public item like a hat or 

Fortunately, most junketeers have 

no interest whatsoever in stirring up 

trouble. They don’t want to give up 

their deluxe weekend trips to see 

their pals Julia and Bruno and 

Dustin and Michelle. One veteran 

reporter always asks the stars to sign 

VERY MUCH HOOKED ON ADRENALINE, OKAY?" 

HAVE GOTTEN OFF THE TUINAL, HAVEN'T YOU?" 
sweatshirt (I still prize my Narrow Margin traveling bag); reporters have 

begun to complain that the quality of the gifts has declined. 

“We used to get clocks and hooded sweatshirts and paperweights,1' said a 

writer from Ohio. “Now we get cheap T-shirts that shrink when you wash 'em/" 

Bur imagine getting nothing at all! After Jami Bernard of the New York 

Post wrote an amusing behind-the-scenes piece for a video magazine about 

the publicity for Steel Magnolias, Columbia unofficially banned her from all 

press events for months. Universal had a similarly generous response to a 

journalist after he wrote a negative story about Richard Dreyfuss. A negative 

story about Richard Dreyfuss? Such a thing hardly seems possible. 

An entertainment writer from the East Coast confessed to me that he once 

nearly mined a weekend for all his colleagues* "I did a piece on Mimi Rogers 

that apparently infuriated her," he said. “Later on, when the ptess junket for 

Cocktail was being organized, [Rogers’s then husband] Tom Cruise told the 

his press-packet glossies; back home 

m upstate New York, he owns a 

restaurant where the walls are 

covered with the autographed 

photos. 

‘Tma big deal where 1 come 

from,1' he says. “People come into 

my restaurant and they see that I’m 

friends with every major star in the 

business, and they're impressed. 

And behind every one of those 

photos is a story I can tell about a 

particular star/’ 

A very up story. 9 
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Outside our flagship 
Bunny Burgers™ outlet 
in a New Jersey mall, 
a brave shopper 
clutches her souvenir 
rabbit's foot to 
ward off bad bunny 
spirits; right, young I 
Bunny Burgers™ 
service employee / 



JURING THE PAST FEW MONTHS, THE PUBLIC-RELATIONS AND MARKET- 

ing professions have come under intense criticism. Hill and 

Knowhon has been pilloried for representing the Church of Scien¬ 

tology and BCCI. The mere fact chat he worked as a PR man-lob¬ 

byist has caused Paul Tsongas political problems. And packaged- 

goods companies have been accused of improperly targeting 

certain groups—young people, blacks—with harmful products. 

These brouhahas all derive from three popular presumptions: (1) The PR 

industry is providing its clients with a false or skewed impression of the 

real attitudes of the public; (2) these firms will take on anyone as a client, as 

long as the price is right; and (3) modern marketing techniques are so so¬ 

phisticated that people can be sold anything, whether they want it or not. 

Even before these recent controversies arose, we had begun a clandes¬ 

tine investigation of the American PR and marketing industries. To 

accomplish this, we decided to dream up a doomed company with a terri¬ 

ble name, then invent a couple of bogus deep-pockets 

Japanese investors who'd be bank¬ 

rolling the idiotic 
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Clockwise from top, the comprehensive 
Bunny Burgers™ business plan; 
Bunny Burgers™ president Bob Jansen 
conducts corporate business, simulating 
in-flight ambience with hair dryer; 
our Japanese billionaire decorates the 
PR powwow at the Ritz-Carlton. 

venture, then contact PR firms of 

various sizes and ask whether they'd 

be interested in representing us, and 

then take our stupid company with 

its ridiculous name out into the 

consumer marketplace. 
We needed to come up with a 

venture that would have the look 

and feel of a big, well-financed, 

image-driven, Madison Avenue—cre¬ 

ated powerhouse yet somehow lack 

fundamental common sense. The 

bad idea we settled upon was simple 

and all-American: a fast-food chain 

called Bunny Burgers™ Inc., which 

would be selling ground rabbit, as 

well as salads and french-fried car¬ 

rots, at dozens of outlets in the east¬ 

ern United Stares and Canada* The 

company could follow the Red Lob¬ 

ster model—’diners would have the 

opportunity to pick their own bun¬ 

nies ("Tuesday Is P.YO.EL 
Night!™ ') for broiling. The whole 

idea appealed to us because it 

simultaneously evoked sweetness 

and made the skin crawl. 

We invited nine PR firms to bid 

on the account and assist us in de¬ 

termining whether the concept was 

feasible, ptiblic-relations-wise, and 

if so, what measures could be taken 

to mitigate public hostility coward 

the consumption of bunny meat at a 

time of burgeoning sensitivity to¬ 

ward the animals with whom we 

share this fragile planet. At the out¬ 
set, we feared that PR firms would 

hang up on us when we phoned to 

describe our fictitious enterprise and 

ask for their help. 

None of the firms hung up on us* 

_P H A S t 1 
THE STING 

The first step was to make our 

bogus company look legitimate. We 

designed and printed suitably 

impressive stationery and business 

cards and established a phone line 

with an answering machine. But the 

most important artifact was our 

daunting 24-page business plan and 

Corporate Overview, which would 

provide interested PR firms with 

a quick immersion course in the 

history of the bunny industry, plus 

a detailed discussion of Bunny 

Burgers™'s marketing and financial 

objectives. 

For this, we spruced up a Vancou¬ 

ver Stock Exchange prospectus is¬ 

sued a few years ago by a real com¬ 

pany that was raising venture capital 

to market a race of super-rabbits. 

We core off the front page, which 

displayed the name of the real com¬ 

pany—Ultima Intenrntional-^and 

replaced it with our Corporate 

Overview, which contained, among 

other things, references to "Canadian 

GAAP regulations." The remainder 

of the prospectus, which listed typi¬ 

cal cuts of antelope meat and includ¬ 

ed a reference to the Journal of Ap¬ 

plied Rabbit Research y was left intact. 

- Technical Note -- 

When attempting to hail highly respected PR 

firms that npnsenl important clients such as 

Chrysler and Haggar Apparel Co,, always 

toss off arcane, serious-sounding references 

that no one will understand, such as to 

Canadian GAAP (Generally Accepted 

Accounting Principles) regulations. 

The prospectus noted that Bunny 

Burgers™ Inc. was The first Ameri¬ 

can fast-food franchise specializing 

in burgers made entirely out of rab¬ 

bit meat'1 and would target "gastro- 

nomically adventurous dinerfs]" 

looking for leaner, more nutritious 

fast food. We informed the PR firms 

that in our first phase we would be 

opening 26 outlets in New York, 
Massachusetts, New Jersey and Ohio, 

as well as 4 in southern Ontario. 

-Technical Note - 

When attempting to bait highly respected PR 

firms, always mention target markets in 

places such as southern Ontario. PR firms are 

always impressed by references to burgeoning 

markets in unglamorous places with which 

they are unfamiliar. 

To reinforce the impression that 

ours was a vital, legitimate enter¬ 

prise, we concocted references to the 

nutritional virtues of rabbit meat in 

The New York Times, Meat & Poultry 

and even the spurious Civet & Lapin * 

We also noted that the company 

had the financial backing of two 

Asian investors with experience in 

Australian and Canadian industry. 

The next step was to phone the 

PR firms to determine their interest 

in bidding for our account, which 

might eventually we lied, be worth 

several million dollars to them. Al- 
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though we had great confidence in 

our business plan, during some com 

versations with PR agents we blew a 

Conair Prostyle Mini 500 portable 

hair dryer directly into the phone’s 

mouthpiece to support our assertion 

that the call was being made from a 

private Gulfstream IV jet over the 

Hawaiian island of Lanai. We also 

invented a Japanese billionaire, Hi- 

dehiko Takada, wrho was helping to 

bankroll the project. We described 

our shadowy billionaire as a titan in 

the booming Osaka construction in¬ 

dustry and an amateur gourmet chef. 

We were immensely gratified by 

the response: All nine of the PR 

firms we contacted expressed an in- 

reresr in meeting wpith us as soon as 

possible. We made it dear that al¬ 

though we had solid financial foot¬ 

ing for the venture, we were a bit 

concerned that members of the din¬ 

ing public might be offended by the 

notion of paying to have a cute, 

fuzzy rabbit flayed, hacked to 

pieces, fried on a gas-fired industrial 

griddle, then served on a nutritious 

sesame-seed bun. We knew we 

couldn't go it alone, we told the PR 

people. We would need their help. 

The competition for the account 

was heated, so much so that w7t 

were obliged to discourage some 

agencies from going to the expense 

of developing prototype ad cam¬ 

paigns. We finally settled on three 

firms we would invite to bid on 

the account. We arranged to meet 

all three at New Yorks Ritz-Carb 

ton Hotel in a lavish, $650-a-day 

suite that seemed big enough to 

have its own ZIP code—corporate 

credibility was paramount. Here 

they would sit down with Bob 

Jansen, president of Bunny Burg¬ 

ers™ inc,T and billionaire Hide- 

hiko Takada, ’ Jansen" was in fact 

one of the authors of this article, 

whose smarmy demeanor would 

stand him in good stead in his new 

guise as a corporate frontman; Taka¬ 

da was actually an actor and sushi 

chef whose specialty is catering for 

synagogues. To ensure that Mr, 

Takada would not dp our hand, we 

gave him two instructions: (1) Speak 

very little English, and speak it 

badly; (2) Don’t convey any emotion. 

Decamped in the corner of a glo¬ 

rious room overlooking Central 

Park were a pair of cages containing 

our two live corporate mascots: Big¬ 

wig and The General. Bigwig was a 

long-eared French Lop rabbit; The 

General was generic-looking, with 

ears of a more traditional, almost 

conservative length, (The signif¬ 

icance of this difference in ear sizes 

would soon become apparent.) 

The first to arrive was a charming 

woman in her forties from a Man¬ 

hattan PR firm. (Charming but, it 

turned out, a little hysterical; she 

was the only PR professional we 

contacted who subsequently insisted 

on anonymity for the purposes of 

this article,) Her face wore an ex¬ 

pression of low-key cognitive disso¬ 

nance; she was clearly a bit 

discomfited by the notion of repre¬ 

senting our kind of company How¬ 

ever, as a general philosophical de¬ 

fense of her and her peers, it is 

important to remember that by the 

very nature of their profession, they 

are constantly required to represent 

clients seeking to market stupid, 

tasteless and even immoral prod¬ 

ucts, In a free society, everyone has a 

right to be heard, and it is the sa¬ 

cred trust of the PR professional to 

make sure everyone is. 

“TPs new and its different, and 

Americans like novel kinds of prod¬ 

ucts," she began enthusiastically She 

had come prepared to pitch the ac¬ 

count: 1<I think what you want to do 

is have an event. We want to bring 

the top food editors to a luncheon, 

Its important to get the word rabbit 

out there/’ she added, "We w^ant to 

see a lot more recipes from the food 

writers on rabbit,...It has to be real¬ 

ly a comprehensive campaign 

where you’re doing a lot of education 

as well/' And in her view, the cam¬ 

paign had every chance of enormous 

success if we could project a classy, 

upscale image—unlike, say Popeyes, 

’Americans/ she said of Bunny Burg¬ 

ers™, "love anything that’s chid' 

Eager to determine whether our 

product would meet contemporary 

standards of chicness, we unveiled a 

dozen eye-catching Styrofoam 

Bunny Burgers™ serving boxes, 

each sporting our logo and contain¬ 

ing a sesame-seed bun. Each also 

contained a chunky pair of pink Sty¬ 

rofoam bunny ears, which sprang up 

into the diner s face as the container 

was opened. The PR woman was 

impressed by the packaging, al¬ 

though her true feelings were be¬ 

trayed by rhe manner in which she 

clutched her briefcase to her chest. 

A consummate professional, she put 

Executive PR prankee Alfred Siesef left, expresses trepidation over possible 
conflict with another famous bunny-based trademark. 



"would it interfere with the trade¬ 

mark of Playboy?1' This was one 

thing we had never considered. Nor 

had we contemplated the potential¬ 

ly disastrous PR black eye that 

would have resulted from using our 

ecologically retrograde Styrofoam 

containers, Siesel didn’t mince 

words: He told us we would have to 

lose our packaging and replace it 

with something more biodegrad¬ 

able, He also suggested we preempt 

media criticism of our new product 

through the establishment of a rab¬ 

bi t -i nforma t i on cl ear i ng houst. 

We played Siesel a tape of our 

professionally produced jingle, com¬ 

plete with a chorus of cheerful back¬ 

up singers: "Ooh, yummy yummy, 

got bunny in my tummy,/Its a 

Bunny Burger taste sensation 

(bunny!),/Kinda like chicken, kinda 

like roast beef,/Pledge allegiance to 

the Bunny Burger nation,/They love 

it in France,/Come on and give it a 

chance:/Bunny Burger!" (To hear 

the Bunny Burgers™ jingle, call 

212-633-8522,) 
Siesel impressed us by his upbeat 

observation that ’There were three 

Bunny Burger credits in that tape. ’ 

Two mentions would have been in¬ 

sufficient; four would have been too 

many, he concluded. 

Throughout all this, Takada 

maintained an enigmatic silence, 

then he suddenly let loose a barrage 

of broken English—Americans may 

be squeamish about eating bunnies, 

he said, ’but we change their 

brains," (Sometime after falling for 

our Bunny Burgers™ prank, Siesel 

left Franco.) 

Next up was Tony Staffieri, a 

bouncy, outgoing man who runs 

Savvy Management in Manhattan, 

He was much raken with our carrot- 

fries concept {' Carrot fries! Now, 

there is something wonderful”) but 

didn't think it was a good idea to 

keep live rabbits on display in the 

restaurant. Staffieri immediately ad¬ 

dressed the key issue of restaurant- 

staff attire: “How are the people 

going to be dressed behind the 

counter? The natural is ears! Obvi¬ 

ous, The natural is ears," He listened 

patiently as Jansen mused that per- 

Copyrighted material 

to us the important questions that 

any nutritionally minded consumer 

might ask: “What are you using in 

your Bunny Burger?” 

“We re not using bunny stretcher 

or anything like that,” Jansen 

replied crisply, ‘Its real bunny'' 

“A hundred percent?" 

“Yeah," 

She listened thoughtfully as Jan¬ 

sen expounded his Corporate Imag¬ 

ing Theory, which differentiated be¬ 

tween a 'deflective” restaurant chain 

like McDonald’s, which seeks to 

steer the consumer's thoughts away 

from the creature being eaten (by 

using a clown rather than a cow as 

its mascot), and a "reflective'' chain 

like Bunny Burgers™, which cele¬ 

brates the creature it plans to slaugh¬ 

ter and serve on a bun. 

"What we want to do is talk 

about how rabbit is as delicious as 

chicken, and even more tasteful," 

our PR expert volunteered. We es¬ 

pecially liked her presumptuous use 

of we. Then Jansen explained why 

the company did nor make Bunny 

Burgers™ out of jaekrabbits: ‘We 

don't have jaekrabbits, because you 

pay for a rabbit by the pound—you 

see the siae of the ears on a jackrab- 

bit? You're paying for two and a 

half extra pounds of ear meat,” 

"Right,” she said knowingly. 

Throughout this conversation, 

Takada maintained an enigmatic si¬ 

lence, only occasionally surprising 

us by making irrelevant references 

to his experiences as an amateur chef 

back in Osaka. 

Our next interviewee was Alfred 

Siesel, the likable president of the 

New York branch of the Anthony 

M. Franco PR firm. (Franco himself 

was once president of the Public Re¬ 

lations Society of America but had 

resigned after he was accused by the 

SEC of insider trading in the stock 

of a company he was representing, 

We selected this firm because we 

figured it could use the business,) 

Siesel demonstrated a surefooted 

command of the nuances of the rab¬ 

bit-meat-marked ng industry and of 

trademark lawf. ‘It’s a fascinating 

product, and the public-relations 

potential is enormoushe said, but 
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Bunny Burgers™ 
and carrot fries at the 
focus group; right, 
the group confronts 
bunny ears. 



haps we should open che flagship 

restaurant on Easter Sunday. That 

way, we could directly confront the 

public's lingering namby-pamby at¬ 

titude toward the consumption of 

what were, after all, nothing more 

than troublesome rodents. 

Throughout all this, Takada 

maintained an enigmatic silence, 

only occasionally making irrelevant 

references to his experiences as an 

amateur chef back in Osaka. 

Stafiieri sidestepped the issue of 

the optimal timing for the grand 

opening but beamed, “They're 

going to go crazy for this in Califor¬ 

nia! Do you know why? They have a 

rabbit problem in California/' But he 

suggested that before opening our 

first-phase stores, we try Bunny 

Burgers™ on focus groups. 

PHASE II 
THE FOCUS GROUP 

Would the public share the excite¬ 

ment of the PR community for ear¬ 

ing creatures heretofore associated 

with post-Lenten celebrations? We 

hired market researchers Penn Sz 

Schoen to recruit a demographically 

diverse focus group. In making its 

choices, the company agreed to 

apply che same rigorous screening 

criteria it would normally use for 

clients like Texaco or Philip Morris. 

Penn & Schoen paid eight Ameri¬ 

cans from various walks of life to 

convene in a midtown conference 

room and discuss the pros and cons 

of eating Bunny Burgers™ while 

being secretly watched and recorded 

from behind a two-way mirror by 

the authors. At first, the group had 

no idea what new product they were 

being asked to review, They knew 

only that they were being paid $50 

to be frank. The trained group lead¬ 

er, Mark Penn, started off slowly, 

posing general questions about the 

images conjured up when the word 

bunny was heard. This elicited such 

predictable comments as "Rugs 

Bunny11 and “Peter Cottontail" but 

also the somewhat more recherche 

Thumper. 

Penn then posed a series of hypo¬ 

thetical questions about the eating 

habits of the group: "You’re on a 

Clockwise from top left, at 
the mall, our mascot importunes 
a customer; mallies recoil 
at real rabbit amid ground faux 
brethren; the ears frighten a 
suburbanite; critic Mike Alino 
disapproves. 

desert island, and there are only two 

things to eac; bunnies and snails. 

Which would you eat?" 

"Snails,’ they said, as one. 
‘ Bunnies or squid? ' 

"Squid," It was unanimous. 

"Suppose now that the bunny 

meat were ground into a patty? Sup¬ 

pose it were a bunny burger? 

‘ Bunny burger/" several people ex¬ 

claimed, as the mood in the room 

turned ugly. They were appalled. 

A cart loaded with what ap¬ 

peared to be authentic Bunny Burg- 

ers™—actually ground turkey meat 

with applesauce garnish—was 

wheeled into the room. The burgers 

were still packed in their ecological¬ 

ly noxious Styrofoam containers, ac¬ 

companied by heaping portions of 
carrot fries, 

r—— Technical Note ——, 

When attempting to dupe people into aliening 

yon to sol hit their deepest feelings for $50, 

always bigin by announcing the imminent 

arrival of heaping portions of refreshments. 

After recovering from their initial 

shock when the spring-loaded pink 

bunny ears leapt up at their startled 

faces, a few of the focus-group mem¬ 

bers gingerly began nibbling. One— 
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a large fellow who did not appear to 

have missed many meals in his life¬ 

time—wolfed down a burger, but his 

response was distinctly uncharacter¬ 

istic of the group. More typical was 

the reaction of a middle-aged woman 

who, after a valiant struggle to take 

a first bite, immediately spat it out, 

declaring, ' You know what it is? Its 

the thought of what it is—I can't." 

"This could easily be the Edsel of 

the food industry,1' sneered another 

shocked consumer. And a professori¬ 

al man, visibly shaken by the pro¬ 

ceedings, refused even to open his 

box. "You’ll have armies of kids cry¬ 

ing to burn down the Bunny Burger 

place/1 he said. 

PHASE III 
THE MALL 

But would we have armies of kids 

trying to burn down Bunny Bur¬ 

gers™ outlets? And if so, would 

they be in New Jersey? Determined 

to answer this question, we rented 

an empty storefront in the Ameri¬ 

can Way Mall on Route 46 in 

Fairfield. We installed a garish pink 

backdrop and large hucksterish 

signs and hired a pair of gangly 

postadolesccnts to pass out tree 

Bunny Burgers™, requiring them to 
don fey, demeaning pink costumes 

complete with foot-high pop-up 

rabbit cars (as one of our PR consul¬ 

tants had helpfully suggested). 

Technical Note- 

When attempting to bast the public with a 

highly dubious enterprise, always have tome 

members of the staff wear dcMeans ng, 

eye-catching attire. Jaded choppers are always 

impressed by employees' willingness to 

hum/Hate themselves. 

We ordered in scores of ground- 

turkey-meat burgers. And to make 

absolutely sure the public took note 

of us, we hired Rapid T, Rabbit (ne 

Richard Concepcion of Queens), 

who tries to make a living by hop¬ 

ping around in a six-foot-tall bunny 

costume at mall openings. 

Our bogus Bunny Burgers™ dis¬ 

trict manager, clad in the requisite 

managerial blazer, then began offer¬ 

ing free samples of our product to 

passersby, whose enthusiasm was 

somewhat diminished by the pres¬ 

ence of several cute, furry but im¬ 

plicitly doomed rabbits caged in 

front of the store. Yet despite their 

apprehension, the public heeded 

our clarion call. During the course 

of the day, we served more than 100 

Bunny Burgers™, and it is a mea¬ 

sure of the Troubled times in which 

we live that even though most peo¬ 

ple were manifestly horrified by our 

product, quite a few' of them actual¬ 

ly managed to eat it. 

Opinions regarding its precise 

taste varied widely. “Its kind of 

tike eating your dog," said one 

woman. Others likened the experi¬ 

ence to eating chicken, liver, rein¬ 

deer meat and Nutri-System. Still 

others described the taste in a more 

poetic, visceral fashion, 

"'Nasty,'L volunteered a man who 

looked like a recovering Allman 

Brothers roadie. "Really nasty/ 

Several mall patrons refused even 

to countenance the idea of tasting 

the Bunny Burgers™. "You guys are 

si ck\" yelled a girl of 16 as she 

stormed off—perhaps, wc thought, 

to recruit an army of her peers to 

burn down the place. But her reac¬ 

tion was tepid compared writh that 

of one Mike Alina, a local high 
school teacher. Fuming with the 

kind of old-fashioned populist rage 

that seems to have gone out of 

style, Alt no blasted every facet of 

the Bunny Burgers™ operation, 

“Who dreamed up this name?" 

demanded Alino. "Its like—it's like 

trying to sell Bambi burgers, you 

know?1' He elaborated: “This is like 

killing the Faster rabbit, or like 

killing Rudolph the Red-Nosed 

Reindeer. You don't do this." 

What did he think we should 

have called the chain instead? 

“Something that didn’t have 

such an emotional association/' he 

replied. “Like, maybe, Rabbit 

Steaks. Don’t call them bunnies! 

Call them...herbsvotes or some¬ 

thing.” 

Pressed for specifics about his 

emphatic attitude toward Bunny 

Burgers™, Alino barked, 'I get 

turned off right away. Poor little 

bunnies bein' ground up..,.TheyYe 

cute little things. It’s not like cows.” 

'That's disgusting/' agreed a wo¬ 

man standing a few feet away. 

"That's a pet, not something to eat” 

“Well, there's going to be a 

chain of these all across the coun¬ 

try/' our faux middle manager 

cheerfully informed her. 

She looked startled and clutched 

her stomach, 

-Why?” 

Why\ indeed. For jn our investi- 

gation of the world of fast-food 

marketing, we discovered a yawn¬ 

ing chasm between the enthusiasm 

of our PR professionals and the out¬ 

right, unapologetic disgust of the 

dining public, 

'Even though we got people to 

take the first bite, they really 

wouldn't take a second or third 

bite/' was the solemn verdict of fo¬ 

cus-group organizer Mark Penn, 

who has previously worked for Ted 

Kennedy's presidential campaign 

and Ed Koch, "Scientifically, we 

tried the concept on them, we tried 

the reality on them, and most peo¬ 

ple didn't like either. As well as we 

could package it, as well as we 

could add sauce to it, they just 

didn’t like it.” His conclusion: 
“Clearly, if someone tried to go for¬ 

ward with Bunny Burgers™, they 

would have pickcters, protesters, 

riots outside the Bunny Burgers™ 
stands, and so the product couldn't 

make it/' 

Did Ray Kroc cave in to the 

naysayers at the dawn of fast food? 

Did Dave Thomas abandon the 

Wendy's dream just because he 

was a latecomer co the business? 

Colonel Sanders was a pioneer, too. 

The dream lives. Didn't one of 

our PR advisers emphasize that 

the public would love Bunny Burg¬ 

ers™ in California? We had test¬ 

ed the concept only in the New 

York-New Jersey region. And we 

can still hear the thrilling, affir¬ 

mative words of one venturesome 

mall shopper, a man of about 30 

who looked up beseechingly after 

biting into his first Bunny Burg¬ 

er. ILUh," he asked, " can I take a 

couple home?” f) 
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Last winter, a jury in West Pal 
Beach acquitted William Kennedy 
Smith of raping Patricia Bowman. 
As a result, Smith is free to play 

with his puppy, to practice medicine and, if the 
past is any guide, to treat more women pretty much 
exactly the same way Patricia Bowman said he treated 
her. spy has learned of more than a dozen women who 
have said Smith raped them, attacked them or otherwise 

affronted them sexually. We have looked into these reports, and the 

chart on the following pages reflects the findings of our two-month-long 

investigation. The incidents took place over the last ten years, up and down the 

Eastern Seaboard. We have omitted particular names and dates and locations to 

protect the identities of the women involved, but we can say they include friends, 

schoolmates and casual acquaintances of Smith's, and even an older woman 
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Willie Smith, This Patent’s ton You 

U.S. Patent 

Willie Smith may still be on the loose, 
but that doesn't mean he most remain 
a threat to the women who cross his 

path. Anyone who has properly equipped herself with 
some of the life-style options on file at the United 
States Patent Office will have nothing to fear. 

Patent No. 4,016,875, for the “Penis Locking and 
Lacerating Vaginal Insert," was granted in April 
1977 to Alston Levesque, who appears to have pio¬ 
neered the Veg-o-Matic approach to assault preven¬ 
tion. The device consists of a metal ring housing 
spring-loaded, penis-humbling blades, which are acti¬ 
vated when an unwelcome Intruder attempts to with¬ 
draw.. "With this device in her possession/' Levesque 
creepily understates in the patent's explanatory text, 
"a woman may feel secure that...a male becoming 
intimate with her...shall not receive pleasure from 
the experience/' ^ 

More punishing Is 
Charles Barlow's 
effort (Patent No. 
4,167,183, “Anti- 

Rape Device"; Sep¬ 
tember 11, 1979), a 
tube insert containing 
"elongated penis pen¬ 
etrating means"—in 
this case, three tiny 
reed spears with 
barbed tips. These 
make it Impossible 
for the stunned at¬ 
tacker to simply howl 
in agony for half a 
month or so, heal, 
and go on to attack 
again. "The harpoon¬ 
like end of the ele- 
ment buries itself in 
the intruding penis with the result that withdrawal of 
the penis causes the entire device to be withdrawn 
from the vaginal cavity with the penis solidly impaled 
on the element/' Thus, writes the unflinching Bar- 
low, "it is expected that medical assistance will nor¬ 
mally be required to remove the element from the 
penis of fthe attacker]....The attending physician can 
readily identify [him] as a rapist and so inform the 
appropriate law enforcement agency." 

Joel D. Rumph and Lynda K. Warren have Invent¬ 

Sep. IL 1979 4,167,183 

FIG. I 

/So 

ed a more humane gizmo (Patent No. 4*237*876; 

December 9, 1980). Their device contains a hypoder¬ 
mic needle that would KO the offender with a "rape- 
deterring fluid." Rumph and Warren propose several 
safe anesthetics and skin irritants—such as chloral 
hydrate or formic acid—as appropriate disabling 
agents, but they warn that "fluid should be strong 
enough to cause overpowering results, preferably 
unconsciousness in the rapist or at least such instant 
concern for his penis that the rape will terminate 
instantly/' 

A would-be rapist who is experiencing instant con¬ 
cern for his penis is not a happy would-be rapist. Is 
there a way to fend off an attacker, one wonders, 
without arousing his homicidal impulse? Canadian 
Harry E. Bouwhuis thinks so. His solution is an 
exciting patent for chain-mail women's under- 

wear (Patent No. 

4,599*751, “Protec¬ 
tive Undergarment"; 

July 15, 1986), 
These medieval pant¬ 
ies are secured by a 
locking waistband. 
"The pants cannot 
thereafter be re- 
moved from the 
wearer's body in the 
absence of a key 
without the use of 
tools normally not 
carried by persons 
intent upon sexual 
attack." Unless that 
person is a lock¬ 
smith on his way 
home from a job. 

Fine ideas all. 
Why aren't they 

vended throughout the land? It's hard to say. 
Efforts to reach the inventors were unavailing. No 
doubt they were home-shop amateurs who failed 
to entice manufacturers with their ideas. That's the 
bad news. The good news is that since the inventors 
have disappeared without a trace, they are unlikely 
to sue for infringement, so it's probably safe for 
weekend tinkerers to build these devices in the 
basement. 

Test at your own risk, —Alex Heard 
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DANCES WITH WOLVES, 
THESAURI was frisked 

by Liz Smith and survived EM 

Normally clothed pundit 
and playwright Roger 

Rosenblatt at the annual 
cowboy-themed benefit for 

Literacy Volunteers of 
New York City. 

?0Op 

DID THEY 
HAVE VINYL 

THE OLD 
WEST? While 
embarrassingly 
dressed onlookers 
pretend to 

be amused, the 
evert more 

embarrassingly 
dressed nightclub 
hostess-exhibitionist 
Nell Campbell 
does her version 
of a rain dance. 

The full-body mug 
shot is fast 
becoming the 
preferred pose for 
women of a 
certain age whose 
lifework has 
become figure 
maintenance. At a 
recent Beverly 
Hills gala, 
relatively well 
preserved actress 
Raguel Welch 
and somewhat less 
well preserved 
newlywed 
Elizabeth Taylor 
demonstrate. 

For some, there's the Peace 
Corps; for some, tbereTs 

volunteer work; and for some, 
there’s making a spectacle of 

yourself by having foods 
ostensibly baked by 

celebrities lobbed toward 
your mouth at charity events, 
At the Waldorf, Robin Leach 

and rich person Mary Lou 
Whitney do their bit. 
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THE COMPANY THEY KEEP 
From top, ulfra-long-lasting 
seventies guy Rod Stewart leaves 
New York's Amazon Village 
nightclub with paid beefy 
companions; bad-haircut victim 
Mick Jagger, having karate- 
chopped his paid beefy 
companion, deplanes; Eric 
Clapton takes a stroll with paid 
beefy companions; Andrew Stein 
supporter Frank Sinatra in 
Atlantic City with uniformed 
beefy companions; at the Bugsy 
premiere* Warren Beatty with 
lean but universally loathed 
publicist Peggy Siegai 
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NOVELTY 

RETRO GOFFER/SPAM; DIN lift T-SHIRTS. f-i*r 
flier Gotham Cr r y. 1 Of Church, Burlington, VT 

0-S401. €S<J2) 86n-i 191. 

LIFE Size 5 rand ups; Monroe, Einsrein, Clint, 

Carrico, Dt-an, Guble. Grer^ky, S[x*k, Kirk, Migu. 

Jordan, Bush, Bird & more For info and photos 
write: Sign 'Em Up, 323 Nevada Sr., Hiduvilie, NY 

U80L 

ASIA BLUE CATALOG, 13. 75 photo hi ted pages of' 
hundreds, of imported erotic vidtqa and books. Also, 

tons of America's raciest home movies-“p[u* dozens of 
rtarurtst titpes, State age. Astral Qtt-an, P.O Hn* 

931753 S, Hollywood, CA 9009 i 

WASH 'K' WEAR ART: Free Roloff Shirt tacalog: 

800-456-2052. 

TEMPORARY TATTOOS^Look real, last several 
days. For hill-odor catalog send SI in Tatroo Adieu, 

PC. Hor W). Key West. FI. 3304 I- 

CORRESPONDENCE 

Penfnemis England, I;5A, worldwide Send age and 
mceresrs, for free reply Currents. Box 'ill'i-SP, Brook¬ 

lyn, NY 1122V, 

PENPALS WORLDWIDE for lasting friendships, 

maybe mure, Sample photos free! Hermes, Bo* 
1 !0660/A, Berlin I I, Germany 

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

GET PAID POK HEADING BOOKS! JUKI per 

book Send name, Lcklms lot.ako PuUltshirii: (IVpt. 
C-244), 500 South Brujil, Meriden, < T 06450, 

WE LL PAY YOU tu type names ,md uddretses I tom 

heme, $500 per 1,000. Call 1-9004196^666 (11.49 
min 1 H yn., f ur write; PASSE-XSY il?2, J6l S. t_in- 

tolnway,N‘ Aurora, 11.60542. 

GAY & LESBIAN SERVICES 

GAY LESBIAN meeting service and mtrch.mdise 
riiali>g (books, music, jewelry, more) Orion Services, 

2300 M.itket M iS. .Sun Franc ijito, CA 9-311 1. CON¬ 
FIDENTIAL 

POLITICAL 

DU KM.-BUSH JN '92 bumper sticker, Profits go to 
defeat Bush 5^ tn Buk Oil, 532 Laguardia Place, 

NYC 10012. 

PERSONALS 

RUSSIAN CONNECTION represents lrtfls ot cul- 
cured Russian females, d-naors, ieacht‘rs, .unsts, etc,, 

seeking similar marnjge-mjuded American gentle¬ 
men Hos 700, Clay tun, CA 94517-0700. (110) 67 j. 

3 512. 

RUSSIA-5CANDI NAVI A-G. BR1TA1N-USA. etc : 
Pmfc'ssinnals worldwide seek friendship, mm-mee, 
marriage. DIANNA IVTL. (since 1980), P O Box 
l-SPY. Pitisiordt NY 1 4 5 i-S. (BOO) 677-3PO 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Happy birthday, Jane' This is your gift You .ire now 

world-femcHJH I love you Kerry. 

TREMMEL T-SHIRT COMPANY 
CATALOG 

THE BEST IN 
SOPHISTICATES 

ART & HUMOR T$ 

800-873-6635 
f 

FREE 
design pictured avails etc e in color on white 
HEAVYWEIGHT IDO**, COTTON T'SHIRT. M, L, XL: S IE". 
XXL; Si6“ ADD fJ“ SHIPPING. MASTEfiCARPVIS A'AMEX 

RUBBER STAMPS 
Hundreds o-r'-' 

lLIU5TMTED CATALOGUE *lr" 

5h,fi fioiv, 

{512) 352-8521 
9 AM-5 PM COT 

STEALTHrita CONOOWS INC 
Box 550 Taylor. TX 76574 

52 Postage Per Order 
Check*. MasterCard. VISA 

4BHt Delivery add $15 

iQG% Pre-shrunk heavy cotton T-sh it 
win condom 3-Packk_ 

S^est Shirts' w<ih condom 3-paek’_ 
Sizes O M Dl □ XL □XXM*S?) 

516 
522 

THEY’LL NEVER SEE YOU COMING! 
I St,.rt Back, 

"Ah Sni^ts are biicK an *n>re and each 
ionaom pack conlams i Pm i While i Qiue 

OVERDUE BILLS 
BAD CREDIT'S NO PROBLEM • APPS TO J50.000 

UAC Depl SP 

P.O Box 26295 
Birmingham. AL 35226 88i«p 

* 1-800-326-8284 ★ 
PENISES OF THE 

ANIMAL KINGDOM 
Cpniparalivt a rummy dun (Jl'i i-Vi depict); (tie mnJe cn[kjla>ir> 
ur£UM or jfvtfil iiflini.al'IL. Irtffti marl k, wh»(. F-c.i1ii*ci, Lbr firtrrr lii.,.- 

“ * _j* ^ ’rwe, nd 
hullabte 

:nptlvL- Lent 
in ann[N?nicn1 ihc jiraptin-* 'Wtn’lhcr ti^'U J' an , ,l .i, -!i.,n.' mniirvr, J 
LtCOTnUcr tor home -iflik'r. nr a usnuyv Jiitl, Pfwsfs jIhf Inimul 

will prOvHlc n IMV N'l.r. til fikwilULiMl il ! • : tit 

oftlL-r: Scfid Tsys - i.' !t>r I'AU :□ SL'icndflc Nuvcny r ■. . Hen, 
h'.i 1 n, HtTxvnirapsn, ]N A ,'tif' ItiMH ^Utm inn umiLs for ddivciy 

i" DIAL AN 
TTTTcnr 

It's «n | 

1(9001896-2800 

lull J? P*H mm 9H pcrnuhten 

AMERKAH 

SPIRIT 
•C IQA It f TIE 5 

lOOTM»rriYE.FSE£ 
sAm* roBACCOi 

* * * * 

AMEfitAN SPIRIT ftaturjl 
tobacco aid cigaretm. 100% 
fteeoFchemical aditwes. If you 
have waned to mop smolting exk 
could not , of if you smoke an of 
choice rather chan habit...Heie is 
an attemahYe you shtxJd at easi 
«y. Send S2 lot sample (ooe 
pack each fitter and ncrt-Met 
ciga<ea«; one pouch of loose 
tobacco). FOB 1840, Sample 
Rkjuki Department SPYf. ^nta 
Ff-.NM87504 
MC/V (800) 332-5595. 

SURGEON GENERALS WARNING; Qufitmg Smoking 
Now GtedLfy Reduces Se?ttts Risks 10 Your Health 

T's and Sweats 
Rush is lliimuijh in V2 

ittikfyfix •• , VjT.L’f ■ .Cj - 

BLi.L .t Rnl if 'A I I: in Vsl. L Jfjc A ttt. 

Kceplns the 
Tt ,1'L‘fi ri\f fiifil 

A (IrtL .iftSIfiit Te '■ ". A.jm. ,1Prf* 
n . U:c4 XL 

T-i I!i SIS St'iM S.1.1 rii’ fwlsa *wrSS 
li hiifci FVn^ir ScniCSf.ili' 

!M LCES • M S' Si Si M Ft.. ^IViftoc PA ! 1131 

INTRODUCING THE NEW £ IMPROVED 

PUDDER 
“The Unbeatable G/tt” 

Professional quality golf club 
with an “anatomically correct" 

_ aluminum head! 

T:NSo «a> 

ORIGINAL 
V; fh nrga/shaH 

Credit Card Orders: 

1 (800)234-4485 
WAIL ORDERS: KlMEERUTE ENTERPRISES INC 

7351-9 GARDEN GROVE HLVLl * GARDEN GROVE CA ?2641 

Id place an ad, send materiaFs to SPY Clissitieis, 5 Uniori 
Square West, Hw York, B Y. 10003, attn.: Jana Nnfhogshead. 
Please ifidude your daytime telephone number and address. 
Far infurmatiofl. call m 633-6550 or fa (212) 633-6648 

Classified Ads: 125 per line Itwo line minimum). 
121 per r n tor 1w i -ir r\z re r Of &ecu! r.'r mpji I hs Pers on - 
als: 325 pe! fine, aod S10 for a :=:> bo* Classified 
Display: SI72 per cotomn inch. SE5-5 tor rwo or moiecGii 
seortive months m orders, must be prepaid 
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Review of Reviewers 

Ic has long been my own reading of 

Waugh that ins delight in the (ts- 

TOOfWfy of the titled class was merely 

a perverse aspect of his resentful co¬ 

optation by a populist hiscory-on- 

the-march that disregarded the forms 

he revered; in religion, the old 

Roman Catholic Church; in society, 

the standards of decorum and behav¬ 

ior that markedf if not so much the 

separation of classes, the acknowledg¬ 

ment of the idea of class. That the 

upper classes had long Since lost any 

meritocratic credentials he seldom 

paused to notice, 

When you or I fawn over the grand¬ 

son of a duke, it's because we re pa¬ 

thetic snobs; when Evelyn Waugh 

does so, its because of a perverse as¬ 

pect of his resentful co-optation by a 

populist hi story-on-the-march, Sure* A 

simple oath occurs to one as a re¬ 

sponse to Buckley's casuistic argu¬ 

ment, and it is not ‘Festooneryf' 

When I think of Edmonton, Al¬ 

berta, I think of Gretzky, moose and 

the latest fashions in literary criti¬ 

cism. Theoretical sophistication has 

become so common there that in the 

Edmonton Journal even a review of 

Scarlett actually contained the words 

metaficttonal, false doubles, postmodernist 

pastiche, in ter textual and phallocentrk. 

Meanwhile, over in Saskatoon 

they're probably saying, "Paul 

De Man, eh? He was a Nazi, eh"^’ 

In Entertainment Weekly, L. S, 

Klepp gave Allen Kurzweil's A Case 

of Curiosities a great review and a 

grade of A. We cannot question 

this evaluation, except to wonder if 

a book that 'reads as if it had been 

composed on Mount Parnassus by a 

committee that included Fielding, 

Waugh and Buckley, dagger end 

1/an%Far, Matter end Oliver Stone 

byHumphr&y Grecfc/ort 

Not long £LgO? the National Review published an 

inanely tentative 40,000-word article by William F. Buckley 

Jr entitled, as I remember it, “In Search of Anti-Semitism: 

What Christians Provoke What Jews? Why? By Doing What? 

What Does It Mean to the Jews?“And Vice Versa." Of course, 
this effort hardly left the speed-writing Buckley winded, and just 
after that essay appeared, he contributed a long front-page review of 
The Letters of Evelyn Waugh and Diana Cooper to the New York Times 

Book Review. Asking William Buckley to write about Evelyn Waugh 
is a little like asking Rupert Pupkin 

to write about Jerry Langford—as a 

Catholic, a conservative, a genuine 

Englishman instead of a take one, 

and a good writer instead of a 

mediocre one, Waugh is Buckley s 

idol. Add a beautiful nob like Lady 

Diana Cooper as coauthor, and you 

can imagine Buckley's fit of praise 

while reviewing this book He really 

went coo far, however, when he tried 

to explain away his hero's desperate 

social climbing; 
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Thackeray, Voltaire, Nabokov and 

Calvino” might not have merited an 

A + . What would—-a book written 

by Fielding, Thackeray, Voltaire, 

Nabokov, Cal vino and Gretzky? 

The review also says that "Kurzweil 

escorts us into an era...when people 

began to shape their lives in terms 

of their own imagina¬ 

tion, ' which makes it 

sound as if Napoleon had 

attended visualization 

workshops. 

Joyce Carol The 

Hammer" Oates is back 

writing about boxing. In 

Newsweek she made the 

interesting point that 

boxing ‘celebrates, not 

meekness, hut flamboyant 

aggression." In The New 

York Review of Books she 

said that the Ali-Frazier 

fights were “the mystic's 

dark night of the soul, 

transmogrified as a brutal 

meditation of the body." 

And on the undercard. Saint Theresa. 

Stephen Sc biff is Vanity fairs 

critic-at-large, so instead of simply 

reading about Jade's boyfriends and 

other cool stuff in his recent profile 

of Mick Jagger, we have to endure 

such Schiff-thoughts as "Before 

Mick j agger, sexual iconography had 

reached a point that was both 

apotheosis and dead end” and 

"Movie actors need to be able co let 

the audience inside,” Jaggcr's "slip- 

peri ness,' he writes, "is maddening, 

but it also strikes me as an honor¬ 

able and sometimes even heroic way 

to handle the consequences of..star¬ 

dom,'' 1 suspect Mick J agger cares as 

much about whether Stephen Schitf 

thinks he is honorable or heroic as 

L. 5, Klepp's friend Napoleon does. 

Schiff also nonchalantly mentions 

his tightness with the players work- 

ing on an upcoming album; he 

writes that “the boys in the band 

trade the sort of media-savvy jokes 

that are the universal language of 

working musicians," 1 would like to 

hear one of these jokes: In my expe¬ 

rience, bassists rarely make knowing 

cracks about Diane Sawyer, (And 

anyway, l thought music was the 

universal language.) 1 low does Schiff 

describe Mick’s voice? "All candied 

resentment/1 His gnn? All klieg 

lights and swinging limo doors,” 

His sex-symbolism? "All chilly 

irony and alienation,” His voice 

when he talks to his children? "All 

fatherly and bright.1’ hi vis? "All ten¬ 

sile stillness.” And VPs 

cri ti c-at- large ? A11 -at-sea, 

SchifFs colleague in 

VPs At-Large Depart¬ 

ment (it's located be¬ 

tween Promotion and 

Fact-Checking) is Nor¬ 

man Mailer, the maga¬ 

zine's writer-at-large. In 

the same issue in which 

SchifFs Mick j agger pro¬ 

file appeared, Mailer 

wrote about Oliver 

Stone's JFK, and while 

making the predictable 

excuses for Stone— 

"tragedies of this dimen¬ 

sion can be approached 

only as myths —Mailer 

writes something that causes me to 

worry' for him: 

For what is obsession but a black 

hole in our psychic space, a zone of 

ambiguity into which our energies 

How and dn not return/ A nearer ex¬ 

ample to many of us: when a mar¬ 

riage ends in uncertainty and neither 

mate knows within who is more at 

fault for the divorce, then an obses¬ 

sion has commenced. One goes back 

again and again to the question: 

Was one more right thun wrong, nr 

more wrong than right? 

Mailer has five ex-wives (and a cur¬ 

rent wife who once dated Bill Clin¬ 

ton)— no wonder he can't concen¬ 

trate on his work. 
The 'firnej Book Review is not 

just a fairly dull and middlebrow 

compendium of book-chat bur also 

a cozy bar, Lewis Burke Frumkes 

began his review of Lewis Griz- 

zards Yon Caul Put So Boogie-Woo¬ 

gie on the Khg oj Rock and Rot! like 

this: "Never having met Lewis 

Grizzard before, I’d like to cake this 

opportunity to say hello to him. 

Hi, Lewis, how are you doing? It s 

good to meet you here in the pages 

of The New York Times Book Re¬ 

view, which is one of the great 

places co meet and have a conversa¬ 

tion,” Tell me\ Miss Oates, do you come 

here often? 

Writing about the arriscic pair 

McDermott and McGough in New 

York, Kay Larson observes, “In pho¬ 

tography, they can easily acquire the 

technical apparatus.. .that gives 

their visual fiction that extra 

soup^on of frisson. " Zut alorsf— I 

thought a little shiver like a frisson 

already came in small doses, Larson 

ends her review with this paragraph: 

M&M sell the simulation—or the 

subconscious kitsch-of originality. 

They even wear painters' smocks and 

use easels and palettes, like artists in 

an opera. They are men, of course, 

deliberately barricaded into a world 

without women. (Practically speak¬ 

ing.) Perhaps that's why i don't 

want to board their train. 

Surely someone at New York, of all 

places, can recommend to Ms, Lar¬ 

son a qualified psychoanalyst to 

whom she may free-associate, 

Graham Fuller of Interview was 

thinking about trains in his review 

of the movie Zentropa: "It was said 

of Adolf Hitler that he made the 

Reich’s trains run on time,” Actual¬ 

ly, Hitler didn't make the trains 

run on time—that was [1 Duces ac¬ 

complishment; but the staff at in¬ 

terview probably thinks 11 Duce is a 

restaurant in TriBeCa. Fuller makes 

another hugely embarrassing mis¬ 

take in this review: He uses the 

word jejune. This adjective has been 

outlawed ever since Woody Allen 

mocked it in Love and Death, and 

Fuller doesn't seem even to know 

what it means. In Zentropa, he 
writes, actress Barbara Seiko was 

"languid sexuality, her iconic pos¬ 

ing, and her donning of [a] peaked 

cap recall the jejune Marlene Diet- 

rich of Shanghai Express.' He can't 

really mean jejune; Interview would 

never describe Dietrich as "insipid” 

and "devoid of substance or inter¬ 

est”—that would be like William 

Buckley calling Evelyn Waugh a 

reactionary phony. As for Napoleon, 

isn't that 0 Duces best dessert?} 

Asking William 

Buckley to write 

about Evelyn 

Waugh is a 

little like asking 

Rupert Pupkin 

to write about 

Jerry Langford 
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Live White Male 

What Do You Mean, 

"We,” Paleface? 

by Roy Blount Ur. 

There it WaS in the paper: The chemical that “initi¬ 

ates a series of events that cause the penis to become en¬ 

gorged with blood and remain erect1' is nitric oxide. No, not 
nitrous oxide, which makes people giggle—nitric oxide, which is 

“more familiar as a primary component of smog and acid rain/' 

I guess that puts the kibosh on the mens movement: Men are 
toxic at the very root! (When erect.) I bow to science. So now all I 
have to defend myself for being is a white person. 

Let me stipulate that I am about as ethnically incorrect as can be; 

white southern and not even Anglo- 

Saxon. With Anglo-Saxon you at 

lease get the earthy, pithy roots of 

our language and institutions (un¬ 

less they have been bred out of you). 

Bioutit is originally a Norman 

name. My people have been in the 
wrong since Robin Hood. 

But I have sense enough to admit 

it, unlike another class of white peo¬ 

ple, whom we might cal! own¬ 

ers—Old-money WASP Northeastern 

Republicans. What OWNERS do is 

perpetuate insecurity among other 

groups, causing them to fix upon 

one another (but never, somehow, 

upon OWNERS) as scapegoats. 

What did Bush do when he sank 

in the polls? Dumped his most visi¬ 

ble non-OWNER, Lebanese American 

John Sununu. In itself this action 

was undoubtedly greeted by a grate¬ 

ful nation, but it raises a broader 

question: When an OWNER appoints 

someone of a different ethnicity, 

why does the OWNER so often find 

himself in a position to reflect, if 

only to himself, "It is so hard to get 

good help"? 

One explanation, which bespeaks 

a bias that I, frankly, find congenial, 

is that not only are OWNERS the 

wrong sort of people, but they also 

know the wrong sort. They know 

people of all ethnic stripes who are 

eager to hang around with OWN- 

ers—Doters on Old-money wasp 

Northeastern Republicans, or 
DOWNERS. 

By this reasoning, for¬ 

mer Education secretary 

Lauro Cavazos and cur¬ 

rent Health and Human 

Services secretary Louis 

Sullivan and Interior sec¬ 

retary Manuel Lujan have 

been Bush's least effec¬ 

tive Cabinet secretaries 

not because they are His¬ 

panic or African Ameri¬ 

can, but because they are 

the kind of Hispanic and 

African American ap¬ 

pointees whom an own¬ 

er would come up with,. 

OWNERS" idea of a 

leading black jurist is 
Clarence Thomas. Their idea of 

solid midwestern stock is Dan 

Quayle, Their idea of a Levantine 

political fixer is a New Hampshire 

Lebanese who wears his IQ on his 

sleeve and has a weakness for corpo¬ 

rate perks. Who was bound, in 

other words, not to work our. 

Of course Treasury Secretary 

Nicholas Brady has failed abjectly 

to get us back on course to fiscal re¬ 

sponsibility (you'd think an owner 

could do that), and White House 

counsel C. Boy den Gray issued a di¬ 

rective that would have rendered 

pointless the Civil Rights Act the 

president was about to sign. But 

these appointees are themselves 

owners. Arrogance and political 

lameness are their birthright. You 

don't fire your own kind. 

On the other hand, owners do 

not stereotypical3y pass out in their 

own vomit at state dinners in 

Japan. What would people have 

said if Jimmy Carter had done char? 

That you can t take a cracker any¬ 

where. So why don't we start saying 

that about owners? 

True, if the Japanese were as 

mannerly as they are supposed to 

be, all of them at that dinner would 

have passed out in their own vomit, 

to make Bush feel less awkward. 

But Japanese-bashing is too easy. 

It is also too easy to pick on Pat¬ 

rick Buchanan. Buchanan would 

seem to sum up state-of-the-art 

ethnic bias with his remark that 
Englishmen would be easier than 

Zulus for the people of 

Virginia to assimilate. 

What kind of Scotch- 

Irish Catholic finds the 

English so assimilable? 

For all of his Bush^bash- 

ing, Buchanan may be a 

DOWNER of the overcom- 

pensating closet (or 

perhaps the making- 

Bush-look-tolerant cryp¬ 

to-) variety. 

One good thing 

about focusing all our 

ethnic animosities on 

OWNERS is that they are 

never out in the street 

where anyone bent on 

violence can get at them. In fact, 

we may never be able to get them 

to believe that anyone actually 

looks down on them. 

But we could try, we multicul¬ 

tural women and (chastened) men.5 

If the 

Japanese were as 

mannerly as 

they’re supposed 

to be, all of 

them would 

have passed out 

in their vomit 
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